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ABSTRACT 
 

The purpose of this study was to explore and understand 
the emotional responses of selected high school readers 
when they engage in retrospective miscue analysis.  
 

Several data sets were collected through audio and video 
taping of interviews, readings, and individual and group 
sessions. Analysis of the data involved the use of the In 
Depth procedure of miscue analysis to examine readers’ 
meaning construction, grammatical patterns, and word 
substitution similarities. Results from the miscue analysis 
sessions were used to engage the students in retrospective 
miscue analysis (RMA). RMA consisted of engaging readers to 
reflect and evaluate the reading process and strategies by 
analyzing their miscues. Their emotional responses during 
the RMA sessions were examined and analyzed to describe 
patterns in readers’ revalued voices. Martin and 
White’s(2005) appraisal theory was used to analyze 
student’s emotional responses. Appraisal theory is based on 
Halliday’s systemic functional linguistic view of language.  
 

Research findings indicated that readers became adept at 
articulating their own strategies, fine tuned their own 
affective stance about reading and used what they know 
about miscues and reading to better themselves as readers. 
Their emotional responses towards reading also changed over 
time as students began to use linguistic resources to 
agree, disagree, critique, and position their listeners to 
their own assessments and adapted their own revalued voice 
about who they are as readers. Readers’ miscues also showed 
that they began to focus more on making meaning, thus 
improving their reading. 
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CHAPTER 1 WHY STUDY EMOTIONS IN READING? 
 

Bill, a freshman listens in a slumped position 
but still attentive to the tape recorder. When 
the recorder stops, he sits up straight and 
faces his teacher who tells him “Let’s talk 
about your prediction in line 610, you 
substituted kneeled for keeled in the 
statement (Text: She gave her series of “Come 
to the cookhouse boys” trills-then promptly 
keeled over again.) and corrected. “Why did 
you say kneeled?”, the teacher asks. Bill 
looks at his transcript and in a quivery and 
reluctant tone says “Because it’s like looking 
back when I read, like, that’s why I look so 
tense sometimes…so that’s why I look back and 
see if I made a mistake so I can correct 
them.” When asked if he needed to correct 
himself, Bill in an exasperated voice says “I 
don’t know. I think yes because it’s in the 
text.”  
 
*Quote taken from a case study I wrote about a 
high school student’s reflection of his own 
reading(Liwanag, 2004a). 

 
When asked to describe and make sense of the situation 

above, reading teachers and researchers can understand the 

series of events through different perspectives. One 

perspective would be to talk about the students’ reading 

strategies like predicting and correcting.  As such we will 

be describing the reading process. We can also focus on 

Bill’s strengths and weaknesses as a reader and examine his 

syntactically and semantically acceptable miscue patterns. 

If we do, our attention would focus on the language cuing 

systems and how these influence one’s reading.  
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 Likewise, we can also view the above events by describing 

the social dynamics between the student and the teacher. So 

we can talk about communication and power relations. Yet 

another perspective, which is the purpose of this 

dissertation, is to examine the student’s emotional 

responses while reading. In this view, I examine Bill’s 

emotional responses expressed during retrospective miscue 

analysis like “I look so tense” or “I don’t know” and examine how 

students use language to describe how they feel about 

reading, express their views about the reading process, 

talk about reading strategies and how they perceive 

themselves as readers. I also examine Bill’s language that 

imply attitudes like reluctant and exasperated and point to

actions Bill has in response to his reading during RMA. I 

identify patterns that I use to provide understandings 

about how students use interpersonal meaning to revalue 

reading as a meaning making process and take a stance about 

who they are as readers.  

Emotions in Debate over Literacy 

 Many literacy educators view cognition as the single most 

important aspect in helping students read. This means the 

role of emotions in reading has been largely ignored in 
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published research, literature reviews about reading, and 

books on reading instruction. 

 As we begin the 21st century, government mandates for 

reading instruction is a one size fits all model and high 

stakes testing further emphasize the significance of 

cognition to the detriment of research that highlight 

emotions as an equally important aspect of reading. I 

believe that by ignoring the role emotions play in reading, 

we are producing a generation of readers’ who don’t read, 

don’t like reading, or choose not to read.  

 This dissertation is my response to the call of leading 

researchers like Athey (1982; 1985), Beane (1986; 1990), 

Coles(1998b)and Moore, Bean, Birdyshaw & Rycik (1999)for 

studies that include the readers’ emotions in our models of 

literacy.  

 Although I focus my attention on emotional responses in 

RMA in this dissertation, I discuss students’ emotional 

responses in the larger context of affect. Because of this, 

I use the word affect interchangeably with emotions. When I 

talk about emotions as feelings, then I refer to it 

explicitly.  In using affect or emotions I use the term to 

mean thought, emotion, behavior, and language that 

influences one’s knowledge, beliefs, values, and attitudes.  
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RMA: Context for Understanding Emotions in Reading 

 Early in the spring semester, Bill was introduced to  

Retrospective Miscue Analysis or RMA through my graduate 

class in miscue analysis.  RMA is a process whereby 

students get to talk about their miscues to demystify 

reading as a complex process and to revalue themselves 

again as readers. Miscues are unexpected responses that 

differ from the written text. Bill was familiar with 

miscues since his school teacher and I invited him as a 

participant in an earlier miscue analysis study. Although 

the session in our graduate class was Bill’s first RMA 

session, I continued to conduct four more RMA sessions with 

him. Throughout the RMA sessions and researches I did with 

Bill and other students individually, I began to notice 

that my students always gave me an emotional response about 

reading whether I solicited one or not. They would say “I 

don’t like to read”, “I hate reading”, “Reading is boring”, 

or “I’d rather do something else than read”.  

 I then began to wonder about other emotional responses  

my students have towards reading. I noticed that students 

who needed the most help in reading were the ones who 

freely expressed emotional responses. Although some 

proficient readers also expressed emotional responses 
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towards reading, I decided to focus my research on readers 

in trouble. I wanted to find out why readers in trouble 

have come to view reading emotionally.  

 K. Goodman (1996)described readers in trouble as “those 

who are not doing as well as they think (or someone else 

thinks) they should do in the development of reading 

proficiency.[These readers]have become their own worst 

enemies”(p.15). One way of helping readers in trouble is to 

make them aware of their reading process so they can become 

confident about their reading strategies. This can be 

accomplished by engaging students in retrospective miscue 

analysis. Retrospective miscue analysis (RMA)(Y. Goodman, 

1996) is a tool that allows readers to become more aware of 

their own use of reading strategies and to appreciate their 

knowledge of the linguistic systems they control as they 

respond to written texts(p.83).  

 Research shows that students who participate in RMA 

become conscious of the reading process and as a result 

focus more on meaning when reading (Costello, 1992; Y. 

Goodman & Marek, 1996). Through work with Bill and other 

students, I became aware that as RMA helped students talk 

about their reading positively, they also became better 

readers. This supports RMA research findings that indicated 
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that as readers use reading strategies more effectively 

they also move towards a positive perception of themselves 

as readers (Black, 1999; Brown, Goodman, & Marek, 1996; R. 

Moore & Giles, 2005; Oliver, 2001; Woodruff, 1999).  

 I chose to do research on emotional responses in RMA 

because I believe that RMA as an instructional and research 

strategy provides the means to make the reading process 

conscious and understandable for readers.  RMA provided a 

context for me to examine students emotional responses so I 

was better able to understand the meanings students make 

when revaluing reading and themselves as readers. I wanted 

to design a research project that would provide evidence 

about my growing understandings that I could share with the 

field. 

Assumptions 

 In doing this research, I assume that student responses 

reflect what they know and believe about reading. I also 

assume that by viewing reading as a meaning making process, 

my interpretations of their responses are influenced by my 

own understanding and beliefs about reading.  In discussing 

theories and practice related to this dissertation, I have 

learned to articulate my own theories about the role of 

emotions in reading and RMA at the same time as I review 
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and talk about what I’ve learned about reading and theories 

about emotions.  

Significance and Limitations 

 This research is significant in many ways.  Literacy 

educators, administrators and researchers alike can use the 

findings of this dissertation to better understand the 

interplay of emotion and cognition in reading. This 

dissertation is also a resource for teachers/researchers 

interested in understanding the power of RMA as an 

instructional strategy and an assessment tool. For high 

school teachers in particular the information from this 

research may prove helpful in attending to the literacy 

learning and development of adolescents. For teacher 

education in pre-service and in service to expand on the 

understandings of how to involve students in their own 

understandings about reading. 

 Despite the agreement of numerous educators that 

affective factors influence reading, Athey (1985) documents 

that “beyond appearing as a “box” in the figure depicting 

the model, affective factors receive little elaboration or 

explication”(p.527). 
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 This study is designed to gather data on the emotional 

responses of high school students in RMA and focus on the  

affective factors in reading. 

 I am the researcher and the teacher and I provide an 

insider view. Some may think that the number of students 

may be a problem for the findings of this study but by 

focusing on the four students I worked with in this 

research, I am able to do in depth language analysis. I 

recognize that time is a factor and stronger results may 

have occurred over a longer period of time. I discuss these 

issues in my final chapter. 

The Research Question 

 To find out more about the role of emotions in reading 

and investigate the role emotional responses play in RMA, I 

answer the following research question in this research:  

How are selected high school readers’ emotional responses 

reflected in retrospective miscue analysis?  

 The following subquestions also help me explore the 

research question in depth: 

1. What do emotional responses look like in the 

retrospective miscue analysis (RMA) sessions of 

selected high school readers? 
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2. In what ways do emotional responses toward reading 

change over time? How can these changes be attributed 

to the RMA sessions? 

 These questions led me to review the literature of affect 

in the curriculum, emotions in reading research, 

retrospective miscue analysis research and high school 

reading research.  

 In discussions with my adviser, professors, and 

colleagues in language and literacy research, I learned 

more about Goodman’s(2004)theory of reading and Halliday’s  

Systemic Functional linguistics paradigm(Halliday, 2004). 

At the same time, I was introduced to Bakhtin’s notion of 

emotion as significant to authoring the self (1981; 1993) 

and Appraisal Theory (Derewianka, 2006; Martin & White, 

2005; P. R. White, 2000). These provided me with a 

structure to describe and understand the interpersonal 

meanings of the emotional responses of the selected high 

school readers as they reflect and evaluate reading and 

themselves as readers in RMA. I review this literature in 

Chapter 2. 

Organization of the Dissertation 

 In this chapter, I provided the rationale for the 

research study, discussed its significance to the field as 
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well as, limitations and presented my research question. In 

chapter 2, I review the literature on affect and emotions 

in the reading of high school students. Chapter 3 is a 

discussion of my research methodology and procedures. My 

findings and analyses are in chapters 4 and 5. My 

conclusions and discussion of implications for further 

research is in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

It was not that hard [reading] because when 
you are reading you already know what you like 
because you just want to read the book. [As a 
reader,] I would say I would need to improve 
on some strategies. I wouldn’t say I’m smart  
but I would say I am good at what I do and 
like when I do things I’m serious about. I’m 
okay for right now when reading. I think I 
would be okay now (Liwanag, 2004b). 

 
Leading educational theorists and researchers have 

established the value of reflection in learning (Dewey, 

1939; Freire, 2003; Vygotsky, 1978). From the introductory 

quotes in chapters 1(Liwanag, 2004a) and 2 (Liwanag, 

2004b), we see that when readers are given the opportunity 

to express their ideas and evaluate their own capabilities, 

they become their own informants. These introductory 

quotations showed how readers involved in retrospective 

miscue analysis became involved in talk about their own 

reading processes. Their own reading and reading strategies 

also become more visible to them. 

 In attempting to understand ways to answer my research 

question: “How are selected high school readers’ emotional 

responses reflected in retrospective miscue analysis?” and 

to build background knowledge in these areas,  I review the 

literature on affect in the curriculum, emotions in reading 

research, retrospective miscue analysis research and  
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reading research for secondary school students. These 

varying aspects in the field of literacy learning and 

teaching will help set my theoretical frame and provide 

information to explore my data further. 

 When I considered the literature of affect in the 

curriculum, I focused on the historical development of 

affect in schools. In addressing emotion research in 

reading, I especially consider Athey’s article in which she  

reviewed reading processes during the 1970’s to show that 

affect has not been considered as a major variable in most 

reading research.  

 As I review retrospective miscue analysis research, I 

also focus on studies that show how RMA helped to change 

readers’ perspectives about reading and themselves as 

readers, as well as show changes in their reading. In the 

literature review on secondary school students’ reading, I 

focus on studies about their literacy development. 

Affect in the Curriculum 

 For affect in the curriculum, I refer to the time when in 

the field of psychology the study of the mind was divided 

into cognition (knowledge), conation (desire), and affect 

(feelings).  According to Hilgard’s research survey (1980), 

the study of the mind occurred as early as the eighteenth 
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century during the time of Leibniz and Kant. Discussions 

about the affective or emotions was ignored since 

behaviorism became the dominant theory during the early 

nineteenth and twentieth century. Mathewson(1985) explained 

that affect was not included in discussions about the 

dimensions of the mind because of the expressed difficulty 

of researching it. The exclusion of affect became more 

pronounced as the nation mastered the use of the computer. 

Emphasis on cognitive research to the detriment of 

affective research became stronger as the computer became a 

model for thinking.  

 The coming of the behaviorist era in the early nineteenth 

and twentieth century inevitably ignored the emphasis on 

desire and affect (Le Doux, 1996) because of their focus on 

the objective aspects of human behavior. Behaviorists 

contend that perceptions, memories, and emotions are not 

appropriate subjects to explore in the field of psychology. 

John B. Watson believed that psychologists should study 

observable, measurable behaviors and not subjective, 

unobservable consciousness. After being inspired by 

Pavlov’s conditioning experiments, Watson proposed to make 

the study of psychology scientific by using only laboratory 

experiments designed to establish objective procedures with 
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statistically significant results. Thus, the dominance of 

Watson’s stimulus-response theory led to the formulation of 

learning behaviors as evident in the works of Clark Hull 

and B.F. Skinner from the early 1950’s through the later 

half of the twentieth century. Research on the idea of 

reinforcement and behavior modification remained 

influential in terms of the educational system. 

 Another major event that influenced the role of affect in 

the curriculum came in 1948 when a group of psychologists 

interested in achievement testing met to discuss a common 

reference to evaluate human reaction and responses 

(thoughts, feelings, and actions) in operational terms. 

Prominent individuals involved in testing and education  

came to discuss a taxonomy for measuring educational 

outcomes. Benjamin Bloom, David Krathwohl, and Bertram 

Masia (1956) led the discussion groups and wrote the 

taxonomy of educational objectives. This taxonomy 

designated the identification of educational goals into 

three domains: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. 

Although the affective domain was a challenge to the group, 

Krathwohl, Bloom, et.al, (1964) were able to isolate and 

define what constituted measurable affective factors.  

Thus, the working definition for affective was “objectives 
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which emphasize a feeling tone, an emotion, or a degree of 

acceptance or rejection. [S]uch objectives in the 

literature are expressed as interests, attitudes, 

appreciation, values, and emotional sets or biases” (p.7). 

The taxonomy has undergone revisions and updates (David R. 

Krathwohl, Bloom, & Anderson, 2001) and still remains an 

influential part of curriculum, theory and practice today. 

This popularity has continued to separate cognition from 

affect.  

 During this period, James A. Beane also led the 

continuing debate over affective education.  In his work 

(Beane, 1986, 1990), he documented how schools became more 

and more “impersonal and custodial.” He began to 

concentrate on the effects of school experiences on the 

self concept and self-esteem of the young. Then, he 

continued the work of his friend Louis Raths(1978) on 

values education and Kohlberg’s (1975) moral education.  He 

brought the topics of creating an emotionally secure 

climate in the school, valuing diversity, interaction, and 

problem solving into the school curriculum. His goal was to 

“recapture the dimensions of curriculum planning that held 

promise for empowering teachers and learners” (p. xi).  

Beane established the relevance of affect in the 
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curriculum, as well as, affect as all the experiences of 

learners in the context of the school. 

 In reviewing the literature about affect in the 

curriculum, it is apparent that affect is mostly considered 

as separate from cognition and that research on affect was 

mostly ignored. Only a few educators like Beane advocate 

for the fusion of emotion and cognition in the school 

curriculum.  

Emotions in Reading Research 

 To understand emotion research in reading, it is 

necessary to refer to cognitive science. This field has 

dominated the field of psychology and its focus on 

cognition has been the subject of debate since its rise as 

a field. In fact, neurobiologists like Le Doux (1996)want 

the focus to be on affect in the study of the mind. In a 

conference with other leading cognitivists and emotion 

researchers, he expressed the following concerns, “Why 

would anyone want to conceive of minds without emotions? 

How could such a field focused on emotionless minds be so 

successful? How do we get emotion and cognition back 

together?” (p. 25).   

 In reading research, Mathewson (1976; 1985) was a 

proponent of an affective model of reading called the 
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Acceptance Model. In this model, he examined the effects of 

emotions in reading by manipulating attitude and motivation 

through an experimental research method. His model contends 

that attitude, motivation, affect, and physical feelings 

influence the reading process.  These affective variables 

influence attention and comprehension. He advocates for 

more experimentally designed research to predict how the 

affective model influences reading.   

 In contrast to Mathewson, education psychologist Gerald 

Coles(1998a; 1999) also expressed the same sentiments about 

affect in education but did not use experimental research 

to establish the relevance of emotions in reading. Instead, 

his work with his student Earl (Coles, 1998a) was a case 

study analysis where he called for making emotion an 

integral part of discussions about literacy. He says,“[T]he 

issue is not whether or not emotions should be part of 

learning to read - they are always part of it!”(p. 70-71). 

 Earl is an African American, in his late twenties when he 

began to work closely with Coles. His school records show 

that his academic and behavior problems started when he was 

in the second grade. At the time of his graduation from a 

vocational high school, Earl was diagnosed as reading at a  

second grade level. He was in his late twenties and had a 
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custodial job in a social service program when he began 

work with Coles. Earl expressed his anxiety about his poor 

literacy abilities to Coles and asked for his help.  

 In retrospect, Coles considered the importance of a 

student’s perception of his emotions- that Earl has the 

ability to learn, as well as the emotional commitment Coles 

made with him as turning points for Earl to take control of 

his own learning. Research(Ainley, Corrigan, & Richardson, 

2005; Berg & Lick, 2001; Izard, Kagan, & Zajonc, 1984; Le 

Doux, 1994; Zambo & Brem, 2004) has documented that 

learning and emotions are connected: poor learning induces 

negative emotions and negative emotions prevent learning 

from happening. On the other hand, positive emotions enable 

learning and also induces positive feelings about oneself.  

 Coles believed that Earl’s history of failure in school 

was both cognitive and emotional so focusing on the 

emotional aspect while helping Earl with his reading was a 

big component in his reading success. Coles’ role as a 

teacher affects the kind of reading instruction he chooses 

to work with Earl based on his own beliefs about reading 

and learning. Research(Anders & Evans, 1994; Darling-

Hammond & Bransford, 2005; Squires, 2001) has shown us ways 

teacher beliefs have influenced instruction. Therefore, 
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Coles engaged Earl with materials that helped him 

understand the world that had shaped him by reading 

biographies of black Americans. The role of the teacher was 

important as teacher beliefs affect their reading 

instruction. Coles also talked about gaining “automaticity” 

through repeated readings of materials Earl was emotionally 

motivated to learn more about and talk to others about. 

 Talking to others also paved the way for Earl to go 

beyond his zone of proximal development, becoming a 

“conveyer of knowledge”. Listening and talking about Earl’s 

fears with reading and the kinds of feelings that deterred 

him from becoming a successful learner, like his dialect, 

provided Coles the opportunity to make Earl aware that he 

is indeed smart and capable of learning. Talking about how 

Black English was perceived by his teachers and school and 

how this was accommodated in the reading curriculum became 

part of their discussion to unpack inconsistencies Earl has 

learned about himself as a reader and what matters most 

when reading.  

 Not only was cognition important but the fugue of emotion 

with cognition helped Coles demonstrate how smart Earl is. 

Research (Moll, Gonzales, & Amanti, 2005; Ruiz, 1984; Tse, 

2001)has provided us data that students’ languages are not 
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deficits to their learning but are important resources and 

a testament to students’ capabilities. At the end of their 

work together Coles(1998a) shares Earl’s comments as 

testament to the power of emotions in changing the literacy 

directions of individuals who have come to believe 

themselves as “illiterates”, “stupid” or “incapable of 

learning”: 

Right now I feel totally different. Even 
my outlook on things is different. People 
talking to me, I feel more important to 
myself. I feel more important because 
once you get some education you feel 
better about yourself. Everything seems 
different (p.90). 
 

Emotions are very much a part of learning. Faced with the 

requirements of NCLB in schools today, many curriculums are 

now ever focused on cognition. James Beane(1990) emphasized 

a decade ago that “affect is not simply an isolated and 

differentiated aspect of human nature...[i]n this sense, a 

theory of learning or schooling that ignores or denies 

affect is incomplete and inhuman...”(p.7). Hence, any 

discussion about literacy and education must include affect 

or emotions. 

Retrospective Miscue Analysis Research 

 I draw from the transactional sociopsycholingusitic model 

(K. Goodman, 1994) which emphasizes ‘reading’ as a process 
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of constructing meaning. Through this lens, I examine the 

reading process as a transaction between the text, the 

author, and the reader.  In addition, when readers use 

their own experience, background, and values to make sense 

of the authors’ text, readers create their own meaning and 

are influenced by affect like Mathewson (1994)says. 

 As a result of the transactional sociopsycholinguistic 

model of reading, I utilize miscue analysis to understand 

the reading process. In RMA, I share these insights with my 

readers. Miscues are observed responses in oral reading 

which do not match the expected response. Reader’s miscues 

provides a window into the reading process. Their language 

cues and reading strategies are made visible because of 

their reading.  Since all readers make miscues, I was able 

to analyze how they construct meaning(Y. Goodman & Marek, 

1996). 

 Readers’ emotions are visible in their reading through 

their responses. Sometimes, their emotions are visible as 

they transact with the text like Betsy did when she read 

“poor baby” and made a slight rising and falling intonation 

to denote sympathy and not to state a quality of life. Ken 

Goodman denoted this emotional transaction as what readers 

do when they engage in the interpersonal meaning of the 
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text(K. Goodman, 1996a). Readers’ invoke emotions as they 

transact with their reading. They express feelings through 

their intonation, facial expression or attitude towards the 

material. Other emotional responses are also expressed 

verbatim in readers’ language about what they are reading 

like I mentioned earlier in chapter 1 when students use the 

phrase “I don’t like to read” or “I hate reading”. Readers’ 

also engage in emotional responses when they explicitly say 

“This is not my kind of story” or “They shouldn’t have 

written him off from the story.”  

 Also drawing from transactive theory according to 

Rosenblatt(1994), I know that readers interpret and 

transact with the text by bringing their own unique 

experiences to the literatures they read. She postulates in 

her book The Reader, the text, and the poem (1994)that 

readers adapt stances when reading.  They read efferently 

(for information), aesthetically (for pleasure), or both. 

In both instances, readers read for meaning and whether 

they read for information or for pleasure emotions are a 

part of their transaction in order to construct meaning. 

 Looking at reading as a meaning making process helped 

frame my perception about the readers and the methodology I 

used to answer my research question.   
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 Miscue analysis research is the pioneer work of Goodman 

(1963)in his search to understand the reading process. 

After his critical research using the Goodman Taxonomy of 

Reading Miscues, miscue analysis continued through the 

development of the Reading Miscue Inventory (Y. Goodman & 

Burke, 1972), other alternative procedures (Yetta M.  

Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987)and with retrospective 

miscue analysis (Y. Goodman & Marek, 1996; Worsnop, 1980)   

 The use of miscue analysis with high school students 

involved research concerned with comprehension of high 

school students (Hoge, 1983), as an assessment tool for 

remedial teaching (Hittleman, 1980; Malicky & Norman, 

1988), as an exploration of reading strategies used by high 

school students (Mavrogenes, 1977), and as guide for 

instruction by teachers (R. Moore & Aspegren, 2001; 

Worsnop, 1980). All these studies conclude that miscue 

analysis gives researchers and participants a better 

insight of their reading process, awareness of the reader’s 

strengths while reading and results in positive influence 

on students’ reading confidence and knowledge of the 

reading processes. 

 Research in reading that recognizes student’s strengths 

is evident in retrospective miscue analysis. Helping high 
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school students choose to transform their education and 

become independent adults starts with valuing what they 

know rather than what they don’t know. Hundreds of 

studies(Brown et al., 1996) about miscue analysis have 

shown that reading is a process of making meaning. Readers 

bring what they know and who they are as readers when they 

read.  When readers talk about their attributes as readers, 

they are defining their own concepts of themselves as 

readers. They may say “I’m a fast reader” or “I read slow”. 

When they begin to add value judgement about their own 

descriptions about themselves as readers manifested in 

their responses like “I feel stupid because I can’t read”

or “I’m not happy with my reading level”, readers are 

expressing their self-esteem about reading.  Both self-

concepts and self- esteem signify a person’s self 

perception(Beane, 1984). Emotions are visible in reading 

when readers begin to talk about how they perceive 

themselves as readers.   

 Retrospective miscue analysis (RMA), as a classroom tool 

in high school was first used by Chris Worsnop in 1980 to 

help his readers listen and talk about the miscues they 

have produced during an oral reading of a complete text.  
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 Research involving RMA has been conducted with readers as 

young as the first grade.  Studies show that readers’ 

emotions are visible in their responses when involved in 

reflection and evaluation of their reading. Pahls-

Weiss’(2003) dissertation discussed students who moved 

toward becoming proficient in reading as shown by a 

decrease in miscues per hundred words. The three first 

graders in the study also showed an increased use of 

syntactically and semantically acceptable sentences as the 

students were engaged in talking about their reading 

strategies and the focus on meaning when reading. Another 

dissertation by Crowley(1993) involved 29 students from 

grades one through five. He found that through RMA students 

identified a variety of meaning-centered reading 

strategies. The students also reflected on their strategy 

use on linguistic levels other than the word. 

 Other research with elementary students(Black, 1999; 

Folger, 2001; Oliver, 2001; Postishek, 2005) also found 

that readers self concept increased, students took control 

of their own learning, increased in strategy use as they 

revalued themselves as readers and revalued the reading 

process and made progress in their reading proficiency. 
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 Other teacher/researchers (J. Brown, 1996; Costello, 

1992, 1996; D. Goodman, 1999)also used RMA with middle 

school students, proficient readers, and in developing 

instructional materials that show how reading is a process 

of making meaning while students revalue themselves as 

readers. 

 Collaborative retrospective miscue analysis is another 

instructional strategy designed to assist readers in 

trouble(Costello, 1992). Here, readers work together with 

their peers or with their teacher to examine their miscues 

and talk about reading. Research conducted in this area 

with elementary  and middle school students found that 

readers in trouble significantly improve meaning 

construction (E. A. D. Brown, 1996), changed perceptions of 

themselves as they engaged in thoughtful dialogue about 

reading (Woodruff, 1999) and inquired about their own 

strength and weaknesses when reading (Germain, 1998). 

 RMA research with ELL (Jerue, 2004) and ESL (Lee, 

2000)learners also showed positive changes in helping 

students become better readers.   

 Marek’s(1987) dissertation on RMA involved adults who 

have given up on themselves as readers but through RMA, 

learned to revalue themselves as readers. Pre-service 
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teachers also reexamined their beliefs about reading and 

revalued their reading strategies through RMA in 

Theurer’s(1999) research. Proficient college freshman 

readers also benefited from RMA as illustrations of who 

they are as readers were highlighted during RMA sessions to 

provide an understanding of their development as language 

users (Henrichs, 1986). 

 RMA was also helpful in investigating how high school 

students comprehended problems in Algebra in Treacy’s 

(2005)research. Teaching learners with ADHD through RMA 

provided insights on readers language use and reading 

strategies as Rice(1996) found in her research. 

 Moore and Aspergen (2001) used retrospective miscue 

analysis with a high school student in a juvenile 

corrections center. In using RMA, their participant “gained 

knowledge of his reading process”, boosted his confidence 

in reading, and felt empowered as a reader because he was 

making sense of his own reading. Teachers brought RMA to 

the classroom to use RMA both as a tool for teaching and as 

a strategy lesson for reading (R. Moore & Giles, 2005; 

Weaver, 1998, 2002).  

 An important facet on the RMI and RMA research mentioned 

above is how emotions were included explicitly and 
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implicitly. Emotions or affect were specified or were 

implied when terms like risk taking, personality changes, 

empowerment, confidence, revaluing were used. All these 

terms suggest awareness of emotions. 

High School Reading Research 

 The adolescent years are crucial in an individual’s 

social development. It is in these years that individuals 

are faced with issues about their individuality and 

identity(Eckert, 1989; Elkins & Luke, 2000; Finders, 1997; 

Gee, 2000; Smith, 2001). It is crucial then that I examine 

the role reading plays in adolescent lives as they discover 

and reflect about who they are as readers specifically and 

who they are as citizens of the world generally. Paulo 

Freire(2003) said that “to be able to read the world is to 

be able to reflect about how one sees the world around him” 

(p.19).    

 As adolescents are faced with the increasing challenges 

of meeting the demands brought about by the growing number 

of texts, media, school and workplace materials, they also 

need all the support they can have to manage the literacy 

demands of their school and work environment. A good place 

to start is to involve student who have come to believe 
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that they are not good readers to begin to revalue 

themselves as readers as they also revalue reading.  

 A recent report of the 2002 National Assessment of 

Educational Progress (NAEP) mentioned that more than one 

third of 12th graders tested below the basic level of 

proficiency. This reading result prompted Secretary of 

Education Ron Paige to declare that “there are no 

scientific answers to why our high school seniors have 

performed so poorly on this reading assessment, but we’re 

still searching for solutions to these daunting 

challenges”(Thomas, 2003). Although Secretary Paige can not 

offer any explanation for the disappointing test scores of 

the twelfth graders, the report put together by Elkins and 

Luke (2000) and Moore, Bean, Birdyshaw, & Rycik (1999) have 

shown that adolescents  have not received the support they 

need to meet the demands of the 21st century. The coming 

century demands at least the basic proficiency among its 

workers and that understanding work related reading 

materials are of utmost importance. In short, literacy in 

the workplace demands its workers to be able to make sense 

of what they are reading and not just read the words.  

 However, adolescents who need the most help with their 

reading are the ones placed in classes that emphasize 
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drilling for decoding rather than reading for meaning. 

These adolescents need a great deal more than single 

decoding skills to survive and succeed in their chosen 

career.  When adolescents are placed in reading classes 

that emphasize decoding they focus more on the features of 

the text like spelling, pronunciation, and vocabulary 
acquisition. So when students become adept at saying the 

words but fail to explain what they have read, they fall 

behind in class and often blame themselves as not able 

learners. Others reject reading and others who have learned 

to read eventually choose not to read. 

 To help students break this cycle of helplessness towards 

reading and a negative attitude towards reading, literacy 

educators, theorists, and researchers in the secondary 

field have conducted studies to better help adolescents in 

their attempts to make reading relevant to their lives.  

For instance, content area and secondary reading research 

(Alvermann, 2001; Anders & Guzzetti, 2005; Wilson, Rosen, & 

Dornan, 1997) has given us insight on how students can 

discover their world through language use and build their 

schema of the world in the process (Anderson, 1994), how 

content area classroom are venues for celebrating and 

honoring meaning construction(Blackford, 2004) and relate 
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theories of learning with teaching practices(Berger & 

Robinson, 1982; Dressman, Wilder, & Connor, 2005; Olson, 

2003).  

 Secondary reading research has also emphasized helping 

students meet the literacy demands of the new century in 

several ways. One is to reflect on the discourse and 

literacy practices of adolescents(Moje & O'Brien, 2001; 

Paratore & McCormack, 1997; Reeves, 2004) through talk and 

reflection. Another is to value student’s ‘funds of 

knowledge’(Knobel, 1999; Moll et al., 2005), then examine 

reading curriculum (Resnick, 2000; Rief & Barbieri, 1995), 

acknowledge differing language views (Ruiz, 1990)and review 

and revalue reading instruction and practices(Moje, 2000b; 

Moje, Young, Readance, & Moore, 2000)in the classroom.  

 Reading is a necessary component of literacy and a 

significant variable in explaining who we are. Freire 

(Freire & Macedo, 1987)explains that “reading” is a way to 

develop a clearer understanding of the world that has 

shaped us.   

Summary of Research Method and Design 

 In this chapter, I reviewed literature in affect, 

emotions in reading research, retrospective miscue analysis 

and high school reading research. My goal was to build 
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background knowledge to effectively design the methodology 

that helped me answer my research question.  

 In chapter 3, I discuss the methods and procedures I did 

for this dissertation. I also include discussions of the 

data I collected and how I analyzed them. Another section 

of the methodology details how I used appraisal theory to 

analyze my data. Exploring literature on reading and 

emotions, as well as conversation with professors and 

colleagues helped me understand appraisal as a language of 

evaluation which I utilized to discuss the complexities of 

my reader’s emotional responses as they explore their own 

voices through retrospective miscue analysis. 
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CHAPTER 3 DESIGN, METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES 

 This research is an RMA nested case study using 

ethnographic techniques such as field notes and researcher-

generated artifacts. It is a nested case study because I 

explore emotional responses of selected high school readers 

during RMA and examine these responses in the light of the 

classroom and school literacy practices.  

The Research Questions Revisited 

 This study focuses on the following research question: 

How are selected high school readers’ emotional responses 

reflected in retrospective miscue analysis (RMA)? In 

relation to this question, the following  were subquestions 

asked to explore this topic further: 

1. What do emotional responses look like in the 

retrospective miscue analysis (RMA) sessions of 

selected high school readers? 

2. In what ways do emotional responses toward reading 

change over time? How can these changes be attributed 

to the RMA sessions? 

 In this chapter, I discuss the design of the study 

including the methodology I used to study emotional 

responses during RMA of select high school students. This 

chapter is divided into two main sections – the study 
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design and data analysis.  In the discussions about study 

design, I talk about the research setting and design,  the 

readers, materials, my position as a researcher, 

methodology and data collection. In the second section, I 

discuss how I analyzed my data. 

Design 

Setting and Methodology

Southwest Charter High School (a pseudonym), the context 

of this dissertation, is a thriving charter school in the 

southwest.  When I conducted my research, this newly 

established charter school marked its third year of 

operation.  The Southwest Charter High School distinguished 

itself from other charter schools with a school to job 

curriculum.  

Most of the students enrolled were labeled “at-risk” 

because the students were either on probation, had served 

time in juvenile detention facilities or had experienced 

academic difficulties and continued to do so.  

Although ethnicity varies, the majority of students in 

the school are Hispanic in origin, followed by African-

Americans, Caucasians, and a small group of Asian-

Americans. The students’ socio-economic status also varies 
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although 70% of the them benefit from the school’s free 

lunch program. 

At the time of the research, a new reading program was 

adopted by the school. The desire to increase test scores 

prompted the administration to adopt Corrective Reading,

initially for all students.  This program placed the focus 

of reading instruction on narrow skills and decoding rather 

than meaning making. 

Feedback from the teachers persuaded the administration 

to limit the Corrective Reading program to a select number 

of students determined by their scores from the Test for 

Adult Basic Education (TABE) scores and assessment 

recommendations by the school psychologist as performing 

below their grade level. 

Faculty and administrator in Southwest Charter High 

School consists of five teachers, a principal and a 

Superintendent.  Four of the five teachers were newly 

hired. One was a veteran of the school since it was first 

opened for enrollment.  Since the school began, the faculty 

had undergone personnel and curricular changes twice by the 

time I began my research. Before the end of my research 

study, another personnel change- a teacher resigned and a 

new faculty member was hired three months before the end of 
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the academic year. The principal was also new to the school 

and was completing his first year on the job. 

Initially, I was a faculty member of the  school but I 

left after a semester of teaching. I wasn’t connected to 

the school in anyway when I did my research. I did my 

dissertation research in the charter school a year after I 

left my teaching position. I am an Asian immigrant to the 

U.S. with 14 years teaching experience at all academic 

levels both in the United States and the Philippines.  

 In conducting the research I wanted to understand the 

emotional responses of the high school students towards 

reading to help them become better readers. I also wanted 

to bring to the forefront discussions among professional 

educators about emotions in literacy. This is especially 

important at a time in our educational system where 

emphasis for cognition is further strengthened while the 

emotional aspects of literacy learning are considered only 

as a by product of learning instead of a major aspect in 

adolescent literacy. Another goal for this dissertation was 

to add to the growing literature about the strength of RMA 

as an instructional and assessment tool for teaching as 

well as the importance of the role of emotion in reading 

development especially for secondary students.  
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Readers

In choosing my readers, I used a purposeful sample 

(Merriam, 2001) of six high school readers ages 15 to 17 

from Southwest Charter High School as the participants of 

this study.  The high school readers were recommended by 

their teachers as reading below their grade level. These 

high school students were selected because they are not 

reading at their grade level as shown by their school 

records and as they are perceived by their teachers.  All 

were tested by the Test of Adult Basic Education (TABE) as 

having reading levels between grades 2-6.  

 Aside from their teachers’ recommendation and test 

scores, the high school readers also expressed their 

willingness to participate in the study. These students 

expressed their concerns about their reading but, at the 

same time, were willing to participate in the research to 

become better readers. They also agreed to participate in 

the study at the university campus on selected dates for 

the group discussions. Unfortunately, before the end of the 

four month period I designated to collect data, two of the 

students were not able to complete the sessions. One was 

given a disciplinary suspension for a week and afterwards 

never went back to the charter school again. Another 
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student joined the first two sessions but had a family 

emergency and had to leave for Mexico and was gone for two 

months. I decided not to continue gathering data from him 

anymore when he got back from school because I was almost 

done collecting data for the scheduled period. 

Materials

I purposely chose materials used in miscue analysis 

research and texts designed for use with high school 

readers. I had three criteria for selecting the texts: 

first was that I wanted the text to be new to the reader 

and that it was long and difficult enough to elicit miscues 

from them; second was that the text would generally provoke 

emotions that would provide me with a resource for 

observing students’ emotional responses; and third, was 

that the text would reflect the reader’s interest when 

reading.   

 When finalizing the texts to use for this research, I was 

confronted with issues about authenticity and readability. 

I decided for the purposes of this study and also for my 

own learning that I uncover my own understanding regarding 

these issues. Here is what I know and adhere to about 

authentic texts and readability: I refer to authentic texts 

as literature reflecting culture and value models of 
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readers (Gee, 1990; Street, 1986), high quality literature 

as opposed to a controlled vocabulary (K. Goodman, Shannon, 

Freeman, & Murphy, 1988; Harp, 1993; Murphy, Shannon, 

Johnston, & Hansen, 1998)and texts that reflect readers’ 

interests (Harste & Short, 1995; Moje & O'Brien, 2001).  

 On readability, I know reading  difficulty cannot be 

gauged solely by readability formulas. In fact, there is no 

agreement to the levels assigned to each text I used in 

this research (see Table 1) between the Flesh-Kincaid 

formula from the Microsoft XP 2001 version and the Fry 

readability formula developed by Edward Fry(1968) from the 

Rutgers University Reading Center in New Jersey.  Together 

with other literacy educators, I believe that the best 

resource for identifying if a text is easy or difficult for 

the reader is the reader himself or herself.  Since meaning 

is the goal for reading and readers are active in 

constructing meaning, a text becomes easy or difficult 

depending on what the reader brings to the text, and the 

content and structure of the text (Anderson, 1994; K. 

Goodman, 2004, 2005), and the readers’ purpose or 

interpretations from the reading (Alvermann, 2001; 

Rosenblatt, 1994).   
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 I present in Table 1 the inconsistencies between 

readability formulas by the different levels assigned to 

the same story. Table 1 details what the students read, the 

number of words in each text, the reading levels based on 

Flesch-Kincaid and Fry readability formula, as well as the 

number of times I asked the students to read the text.  

TABLE 1. Readings Used for the RMI and RMA sessions 

TITLE # OF 
WORDS

Flesch-
Kincaid 
Grade Level 

Fry 
Readability

Readers TIMES 
READ 

Man who 
Kept House 

798 7.5 3 All 1 

Another Way 1290 4.7 7 All 1 

Shopping 
for Food 

806 8.2 7 All 1 

Anita’s 
Gift 

1574 10.3 5 All 1 

Stonecutter 645 2.8 6 DC 1 

Dolphin’s 
Gift 

628 4 5 Glen 1 

Pedro and 
Diablo 

822 4.3 3 Oscar 1 

I used folktales, personal stories, and expository texts 

for this research.  I chose these materials to provide a 

wide range of genre for the students to read and for me to 

gather emotional responses.  The readers also expressed 

interest in reading these selected genre as they mentioned 

it in their interviews. TABLE 2 is a summary of the lists 
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of the readings according to the three text types I 

identified- folktales, personal stories and expository 

text. 

TABLE 2. Readings According to Text Type 

Folktales Personal Stories Expository text 

Man Who Kept House

The Stonecutter 
 
Pedro and Diablo 

Anita’s Gift 

Another Way 

Dolphin’s Gift 

Shopping for Food

Data Collection

I collected five sets of data to answer my research 

question. TABLE 3 is a list of the data sets in four 

columns. The first column identifies the data sets. The 

second column explains what was collected for each data 

set. The third column explains how often I collected each 

specific data and the fourth column identifies which data 

was used to answer the subquestions. Each data set is 

explained more fully following TABLE 3. 

 The interviews, RMI, and RMA were the primary sources of 

data. All the evidence presented in this dissertation are a 

result of the data gathered from in depth coding and 

analysis of the transcripts from these data sets. 
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 My secondary data sources include the student’s journal 

writings and my field notes.  The student journal writings 

did not contain as much emotional response as I thought 

they would during the duration of the data collection 

period. At the same time, the content of the student’s 

writings often times repeated comments already said earlier 

in the individual RMA sessions and the group discussion 

sessions.  

 I used my field notes to verify my thinking of the memos 

and categories I wrote so I also consider them as secondary 

sources. Nevertheless, I used the secondary data sources to 

triangulate my data and do member checks. 

TABLE 3. List of Data Sets  

Data set What was 
collected 

How often  How 
many 

RQ  

Interviews • BIMOR 
 

• Open-ended 
questions 

• Once before 
the study 

• Once after 
the study 

• Once before 
the study 

• Once after 
the study 

• 4

• 4

• 4

• 4

• 1
• 2

RMI  • Taped Oral 
readings 

 

• Marked and 
coded miscues 

• One reading 
before each 
RMA session 

• One reading 
before each 
group 
discussion 

• In depth 
procedure 

• 16  
 

• 3

• 19  

• 1
• 2
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 for all 
taped 
readings 

RMA  
 

• Audio taping 
for 
individual 
RMA Sessions 

 

• Video taping 
for 
Individual 
RMA sessions 

• Audio taping 
for group 
discussions 

• Video taping 
for group 
discussions 

• One for 
each oral 
reading  

 (total of   
 4 oral  
 readings) 
• Selected 

individual 
RMA session 

• Twice a 
month 

 (3 months) 
• Twice a 

month 
 (3 months) 
 

• 16  
 

• 4

• 6

• 6

• 1
• 2

Journal 
writing 

• Student 
journals 

• After each 
group 
session 

• 24  • 1
• 2

Field notes • Observations 
and notes  

• After each 
group 
session  

• 24  • 1
• 2

I generated a total of 134 transcript sets for this 

research. Each transcript has from one to twenty two pages 

each which gave me a total of 1,017 pages of transcribed 

data. Detailed explanation of each data set represented by 

rows is presented below. 

Primary Sources 

Interview Instruments 

For the interviews, I used the Burke Interview Modified 

for Older Readers or BIMOR (Appendix A) and open-ended 
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questions (Appendix B) to gather evidence of students’ 

emotional responses. The interview instruments were used to 

identify readers’ perceptions about reading and themselves 

as readers. I also used the interview instruments to 

evaluate students’ emotional responses and describe what 

their emotional responses looked like and to assess any 

changes during the research.  

 The Burke Reading Interview Modified for Older Readers or 

BIMOR (Appendix A)is an adaptation of the Burke Reading 

Interview (BRI) for use with older students (Watson & 

Chippendale, 1979). The BIMOR has 14 questions addressing 

the reading views and practices of older readers. 

 The Open ended question (Appendix B) is an excerpt from 

Marek(1987)and Reeves(2004) which I adapted for use in 

evaluating the selected readers’ emotional responses. The 

questions are listed in Appendix B. 

Reading Miscue Inventory (RMI) 

 Miscue analysis is a statistical method used to examine 

readers’ use of the language cuing systems and their 

reading strategies during the reading. The RMI was used to 

provide baseline data about each student’s reading 

strengths and needs. In the In Depth procedure, each miscue 

is analyzed in relation to other miscues within the 
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sentence and within the whole text. This method enables 

researchers to explore how the text and the reader’s prior 

knowledge influence students’ reading. 

 Through the In Depth procedure, I collected each students 

pattern of reading and examined their meaning construction, 

grammatical relations, word substitution in context and 

retelling scores for each of the students’ oral readings.   

 In collecting this information, I recorded the oral 

reading of each student using an audiocassette recorder. 

While the students were reading out loud, I was marking the 

transcript for miscues and noted their emotional responses.  

 After the students read, they retold what they remembered 

about the story. I also asked them how they felt about 

reading the selection and what they thought about their own 

reading. Then, I marked and coded the miscues following the 

In depth Procedure guidelines(Yetta M. Goodman, Watson, & 

Burke, 2005). From the coded transcript, I selected 5-7 

miscues to focus on for the RMA sessions. 

 I conducted a 30 to 45 minutes of RMI session with each 

reader every other week. The schools’ class schedule went 

for 45 minutes to an hour on a particular day so I was 

dependent on this timing issue. Most of the time, I worked 

with the students during their homeroom session or during 
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their Reading classes. I asked the students to read a 

selection orally while taping the reading. After the oral 

reading, I asked the student to retell what they have read 

to check for comprehension. I adjusted my time frame during 

the duration of the data collection because sometimes 

students were not present or had other activities from 

other classes. Other times, my time schedule did not allow 

me to be available at the charter school. 

Retrospective Miscue Analysis (RMA) 

 The RMA was used to involve the students in discussing 

their miscues during their oral readings. The goal of RMA 

is to help the students identify and understand their 

emotional responses towards reading by engaging them in 

examining and thinking about their miscues. In the process 

of listening and talking about their miscues, students are 

helped to revalue themselves as readers. In revaluing 

themselves as readers, students reveal their emotional 

responses as they talk about new experiences and knowledge 

about language and the reading process.    

 In the Individual RMA sessions, I chose five to seven 

miscues from their previous reading which we talked about. 

The Individual RMA sessions went for 30 minutes to 45 

minutes every other week. I chose the miscues to show the 
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students the variety of strategies they did when reading 

especially when they were supportive of their reading 

constructions.  

 For the group RMA, I adapted Costello’s(1992) 

Collaborative Retrospective Miscue Analysis(CRMA) to fit my 

purposes for this dissertation.  I brought the students to 

do activities together so they could get to know each other 

and build camaraderie in the short time period I allotted 

for the data gathering.  

 During the CRMA activity in the group sessions, the 

students chose five to seven miscues from the current 

reading to talk about in their groups. These group sessions 

went for 1 hour to 1 hour and 15 minutes every other week 

after the Individual RMA sessions were held. The students 

chose the miscues to show the readers reading strategies. 

TABLE 4 is a summary of activities and location of the RMA 

sessions. Following the table is a discussion of each 

column in the table. 

TABLE 4. Summary of Activities and Location of RMA sessions 

RMA Session Activity Location 
Individual RMA 1 
 

Man Who Kept House Southwest Charter 
High School 

Individual RMA 2 Another Way Southwest Charter 
High School 

Individual RMA 3 Anita’s Gift Southwest Charter 
High School 
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Group session 1 Book selection 
What are miscues? 

University site 

Group session 2 Reading process, 
strategies, Miscue 
marking and coding 

Southwest Charter 
High School 

Group session 3 More about miscues 
Reflecting on 
emotional responses 

University site 

Group session 4 CRMA Dolphin’s Gift Southwest Charter 
High School 

Group session 5 CRMA Stonecutter Southwest Charter 
High School 

Group session 6 CRMA Pedro and 
Diablo 

University site 

In the activity column, I listed the activity based on 

the material read by the students. I chose 5-7 miscues from 

all the individual RMA sessions so I could direct them to 

evaluating their miscues. I chose miscues to show their 

strengths as readers and miscues that show their weaknesses 

so I could move them towards becoming more proficient when 

reading. For the book selection, I chose books that I 

thought would evoke emotions and begin conversations about 

reading interests and motivation for reading. I also talked 

with the students about miscues, marking and coding 

miscues, and what the miscues mean in reading. As we talked 

more about their miscues, I invited the readers to reflect 

and talk about their reading and how they view themselves 

as readers. 
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 In the group sessions, one student volunteer read a text 

while the rest coded his or her miscue. After the read 

aloud, the group listened to the tape again after the 

retelling to check on their miscue markings. Then the group  

selected 5-7 miscues they wanted to talk about in the 

group. After all group sessions, I brought the group 

together and asked for their feedback about the session.  

 Since I wanted the concept of the school setting to be a 

major factor in exploring the emotions of the readers, I 

conducted the six group sessions both at the university and 

the charter school. I organized the first three group 

sessions in the charter school to provide familiarity and 

convenience for the students. Then three other group 

sessions were held at the university to provide a change of 

setting. It’s a different setting for the readers but at 

the same time the place is still a school institution.   

 The university sessions were held on three Saturdays and 

each went for 1 hour to 1 hour and 15 minutes. The school 

sessions occurred during homeroom time on regular school 

days. Adapting the procedure for CRMA, I also set up the 

group session where we all talked about the reading 

process, miscues, and emotional responses in reading.  I 

led the first three group sessions and then left the 
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remaining three group sessions so that the high school 

readers facilitated their own conversations about reading 

and their miscues. I was in and out of the room while the 

group did the group discussions by themselves.  

 Following the RMA procedure, the following questions were 

asked for each of the miscue chosen for discussion during 

the RMA sessions: 

1. Does the miscue make sense? 

2. a. Was the miscue corrected? b. Should it have 

been corrected? 

If the answer to Question 1 and 2a was a “No,” then 

ask: 

3. Does the miscue look like what was on the page? 

4. Does the miscue sound like what was on the page? 

For all miscues: 

5. Why do you think you made this miscue? 

6. Did that miscue affect your understanding of the 

text?  

Each question  is expanded into a discussion by 

asking: “Why do you think so?”, “How do you know?” 

After all miscues were discussed, the following 

question was also asked: 
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7. How has this RMA session helped you understand 

reading? yourself as a reader? 

 Each retrospective miscue session was tape recorded and 

significant portions were transcribed. The data from the 

group discussion was collected using an audio tape and a 

video camera. The audio tape was used to record group 

discourse. The video camera was used to capture 

nonlinguistic responses like facial expressions and bodily 

stance. There is a large area in linguistics and psychology 

that attend to the evaluation of nonlinguistic responses. 

For the purposes of this dissertation, I focused only on 

the language aspect of the discourse and will analyze the 

nonlinguistic responses for future research. All the audio 

tapings and video recordings of the sessions were recorded 

and I transcribed all the audio tapings and video 

recordings for analysis. 

Secondary sources 

Journal writing 

 The students’ journal writings were about what they 

thought and felt about reading during the study. 

 After each RMA and group sessions, I encouraged  the 

students to write and turn in a reflection on the session 

and how they felt about what they’ve learned about miscues 
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and their reading. I used the data to triangulate student’s 

written emotional language with those said in the 

interviews, RMI and RMA sessions.  

Field notes 

 My observations, comments and personal memos (Merriam, 

2001) were recorded after each individual RMA and group 

sessions with the students.    

 I included notes on class observations, interviews with 

teachers and staff, and teacher perception of students’ 

reactions towards reading.  

 My field notes on the classroom observations, consists of 

student reactions to reading tasks in the classroom, 

interaction with their classmates and teachers during 

reading time and reading in other subject areas.   

 I wrote my reflections immediately after all 

observations, interviews, RMA, and group discussion 

sessions.  

 I used the data gathered from this secondary source to 

triangulate my observation and interpretation of student’s 

emotional language in the interviews, RMI and RMA sessions.  

Data Analysis 

 I used the methods and procedures for analyzing 

quantitative (Yetta M. Goodman et al., 2005; Murphy, 1999; 
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Newman & Benz, 1998)and qualitative data according to 

Creswell(1998), Merriam(2001), Stake(2003), and Marshall 

and Rossman (1998).  

1. Emotional responses were analyzed by examining the 

language of the selected readers during the 

interviews, RMI and RMA sessions. Using information 

from Goodman’s model of reading (Flurkey & Xu, 2003) 

and Appraisal theory (Derewianka, 2006; Halliday, 

2004; Martin & White, 2005) which is based on 

Halliday’s systemic functional linguistic model, I 

utilized an appraisal system to assess selected 

readers’ language and answer the research question and 

subquestions 1 and 2.  

2. Change in the selected readers emotional responses 

were demonstrated by analyzing readers’ perception of 

reading and themselves as readers through the 

interviews and the RMA sessions. Other changes such as 

student’s use of strategies and developing focus on 

meaning are also identified.  I used case study 

methods and appraisal theory here to analyze change in 

emotional responses, perceptions, and reading. These 

data were used to answer the research questions. 
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 I also used appraisal theory to analyze my data. Using 

appraisal helped me understand and analyze the selected 

reader’s emotional responses in RMA. Appraisal is one 

framework to analyze evaluative language such as emotional 

responses. The following section is my discussion of how I 

used the appraisal system in RMA.  

Understanding Emotional Responses in RMA through Appraisal 

Why I Used Appraisal Theory 
 

When I was analyzing my findings, I knew that I was going 

to examine the language of my readers to answer my research 

question. Initially, I thought that if I read beyond the 

patterns of the readers emotional responses, I would be 

able to come up with categories that would help me describe 

what emotional responses look like in RMA. Conversations 

with others helped me understand that appraisal is one lens 

I could use to understand the emotional responses of the 

selected readers in this study.   

What is Appraisal Theory? 

 Advising me on how I can examine emotion language in RMA, 

Ken Goodman mentioned the significance of interpersonal 

meaning. In Goodman’s (1994; 2004)theory of reading, he 

explains that “interpersonal function [is] what 

participants in the literacy event are trying to do to or 
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for each other” (p. 1101). Reading about the interpersonal 

function led me to the work of systemic functional 

linguists (Derewianka, 2006; Fries, 2006; Halliday, 1975; 

Martin & Rose, 2003). Systemic functional linguists 

describe interpersonal functions as having two major 

components: mood and appraisal. The system of mood is the 

means by which the speaker responds to the listener through 

his/her speech. Appraisal is the means by which the speaker 

expresses his/her evaluations of the content and context at 

hand. In this dissertation, I focus on appraisal. 

 Relying heavily on Martin and White’s (2000; 2005) work 

on appraisal, I refer to appraisal as a system of 

interpersonal meanings related to the negotiation of social 

relationships. Appraisal theory has three semantic 

components: attitude, graduation, and engagement. 

 Attitude refers to how we tell our listeners how we feel 

(emotions) about things and other people. Graduation refers 

to the impact of our emotions or how strongly we feel about 

things and other people. Engagement, on the other hand, 

refers to the extent of how the reader/listener 

acknowledges others opinions or points of view. 
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Applying Appraisal in RMA 

 Using appraisal in RMA involved examining the selected 

readers’ emotional responses by focusing on the affect or 

emotions expressed, the graduation of the emotions, and if 

the reader allows for other points of view (with regards to 

the reading process and perception of self as a reader) and 

how these points of view are acknowledged. 

 Informed by a transactional sociopsycholinguistic model 

of reading, appraisals can be related to the semantic-

pragmatic function of language.  When the readers of this 

research evaluated their reading and themselves as readers 

through their miscues in RMA, they used appraisal resources 

to revalue reading and themselves as readers. 

 In RMA, the readers used appraisal to communicate how 

they felt about reading and other readers (attitude); how 

strongly they felt about their feelings (graduation); and 

the ways in which they position and value reading and 

themselves as readers (engagement). 

 The following illustrates how appraisals became 

meaningful for RMA when examining Bill’s emotional 

responses in RMA as described in the chapter 1 vignette: 
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©kneeled 
610 She gave her series of “Come to the cookhouse boys” trills-then promptly \keeled

611 over again.  
 

Figure 1 
Bill’s Miscue 1: Kneeled for Keeled 

 
Researcher: Let’s talk about your prediction in line 
610, you substituted kneeled for keeled in the
statement and corrected. Why did you say kneeled?

Bill: Because it’s like looking back when I read, 
like, that’s why I look so tense sometimes...so that’s 
why I look back and see if I made a mistake so I can 
correct them.”

Researcher: Did you need to make a correction here? 
 
Bill: I don’t know. I think yes because it’s in the 
text.

Applying appraisal to Bill’s responses above, I noted 

what is being appraised first. I wanted to appraise his 

emotional response when he discussed using predicting 

strategies by substituting and correcting when reading. 

ATTITUDE 

 Examining Bill’s emotional response means identifying any 

explicit emotion (affect) or if the emotion is implied when 

a phenomenon is assessed (judgement), and how he assessed a 

process or a thing (appreciation). For example, affect is 

when Bill conveyed his emotions: 
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• I look so tense

This is a negative evaluation. It conveys that Bill is 

stressed out with not reading the expected text. This sets 

up further anxiousness about his reading in the succeeding 

clauses: 

• that’s why I look back 

• see if I made a mistake

• so I can correct them 

Even if no implicit emotions are said in the above clauses, 

the surrounding statements ‘invoked’ affect.  The 

statements above reveal Bill’s anxiety about not producing 

the exact text.  

 In the context of reading, Bill also used emotionally 

charged words like “mistake” and “correct”  because for 

readers like Bill who have come to believe that reading is 

a perfect rendition of the text, correcting one’s error is 

important. 

 Judgement in Bill’s emotional response tackled issues 

about esteem, specifically a person’s capacity: 

• I don’t know.
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 FIGURE 2 shows the attitude system of appraisal and 

examples of evaluative language observed from affect, 

appreciation and judgement.  

 
Figure 2 

The Attitude System (Martin & White, 2005) 
 

GRADUATION  

 When I look at graduation, I look at how the emotional 

responses are amplified. When Bill was answering whether or 

not he needed to correct, he softens his response by 

saying: 

• I think yes

Instead of being definite and saying Yes, he adds I think

to soften the focus of his response. 

 FIGURE 3 shows the GRADUATION system of appraisal and 

examples of evaluative language observed from this system. 
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Figure 3 
The Graduation System (Martin & White, 2005) 

 

ENGAGEMENT 

 In softening the force of his response, Bill acknowledges 

that there is another position for correcting. But Bill has 

decided against any possibility that one can read something 

that is not in the text by stating: 

• because it’s in the text

FIGURE 4 shows the ENGAGEMENT system of appraisal and 

examples of evaluative language observed from this system. 
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Figure 4 
The Engagement System (Martin & White, 2005) 

 

Revalued voice 

 Informed by appraisal’s concept of voice “which is the 

unfolding of a reader’s repeated evaluative 

language”(Derewianka, 2006), I used this concept of 

repeated evaluative language as the reader’s revalued 

voice. 

Journey to Revaluing 

 To represent the selected readers’ emotional responses in 

RMA, I examined how their evaluations of reading and of 

themselves as readers unfolded in all the RMA sessions. 

This is what appraisal theory is about. Martin and Rose’s 

(2005) appraisal theory included the concept of prosody. 

Prosodies are recurring statements that form patterns. 
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Applying the concept of prosody to RMA meant looking at the 

selected readers’ recurring statements about reading and 

their perception of themselves as readers. This in turn 

helped me understand how high school readers I studied 

constructed their voices as readers and at the same time 

were revaluing reading and themselves. 

Presentation of Findings 
 

Chapter 4 and 5 of the dissertation present the overall 

findings of this study through a qualitative and 

quantitative analysis of data gathered from the interviews, 

RMI, RMA, and group discussions. Chapter 4 contains 

narrative case studies of the four students. Each case 

study focuses on the emotional responses of the students. 

Chapter 5 focuses on the changes in students’ emotional 

responses and the extent of these changes that can be 

attributed to RMA. Chapter 6 is my response to the research 

question.  
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CHAPTER 4 EMOTIONAL RESPONSES OF FOUR READERS IN RMA 
 

This study focuses on the emotional responses of selected 

high school readers in RMA. Primary data was collected 

through the use of audio and video tape recorders. Analysis 

of the data was done in three levels:  miscue and 

retrospective miscue analysis of the readings; applying 

analytic strategies (descriptions, categories, patterns, 

generalizations) as used in a case study design; and using 

appraisal as a language analysis of emotional responses in 

the interviews, RMA and RMI.  

 In Chapters 4 and 5, I discuss analyses and findings of 

this study relative to the major question: How are selected 

high school readers’ emotional responses reflected in 

retrospective miscue analysis? In this chapter, I 

specifically present answers to subquestion 1: What do 

emotional responses look like in the retrospective miscue 

analysis(RMA)sessions of selected high school readers?  

 This chapter also includes a case study for each of the 

four selected high school readers focusing on their 

emotional responses. For each of the students, their data 

(interviews and RMA sessions) is analyzed individually for 

each reader in groups to reveal characteristics of their 
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emotion language.  Significant sections of the transcripts 

are presented to facilitate discussion.   

 The narratives are divided into two sections. The  first 

section introduces the personal and educational background 

of the selected high school students. The second section 

documents the students’ emotional responses.   

The Readers and their Emotional Responses 

 In this section, I introduce the high school readers I 

worked with in this dissertation- DC, Milagros, Glen and 

Oscar.  I also present qualitative data descriptions from 

the interviews and RMA sessions. The data findings are used 

to answer subquestion 1: What do emotional responses look 

like in the retrospective miscue analysis(RMA)sessions of 

selected high school readers? 

 The students and I got together for nine RMA sessions 

(Table 4 in Chapter 3). Three were individual RMA sessions 

and 6 were group sessions. I did the individual RMA 

sessions with each student a week after I coded and marked 

each of the selected texts for reading. The marking and 

coding for the collaborative retrospective miscue analysis 

(CRMA) in the group sessions were done immediately after 

one of the students read.  
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 The miscue samples and RMA excerpts in this chapter are 

highlights from the transcripts of all the readers. The 

total number of transcripts for this study are detailed in 

chapter 3. 

Introducing DC 
 

DC was recommended by her teachers as a good reader but 

also as someone who could still improve her reading skills. 

DC volunteered for the study because she knew that she 

needed to work on her reading skills to become a better 

reader.  After hearing my request for student volunteers in 

one of her school’s assembly, DC approached one of her 

teachers and told her that she’d like to participate in my 

research. Her teacher, relayed the information to me the 

next day and I was able to hand DC a permission form to 

turn in the following day. Permission form in hand, DC met 

with me the following day and we talked more about the 

study. 

 DC is the third child in a family of five. She is a 

Hispanic-American. Both her parents work in business. DC is 

closest to her eldest brother who loves to play music.  

This is the first high school she went to after finishing 

middle school.  She said her parents chose to place her in 
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this charter school because of its proximity to their 

house. 

 In school, DC’s teachers believed that she is performing 

below her level since her Test of Adult Basic Education 

(TABE) scores showed that she was reading at a Grade 4 

level. The TABE is one assessment used by the charter 

school to gauge student abilities for class groupings.   

 DC has an exuberant personality and often times takes a 

leadership role among her peers. She is soft spoken and 

popular among her peers and has a friendly and active 

disposition in and out of school. 

 When I began the session with DC, I went to her classroom 

during the first period to get her excused from homeroom to 

start work with me for the dissertation.  She was vibrant 

and responsive as I talked to her about the work that we 

were going to do. She admitted jokingly that it was too 

early for her to do any reading or answer questions about 

her reading experiences but she said she’s normally like 

that in the mornings but eventually gets energized as soon 

as she gets into the work at hand.    

 DC’s responses in the Burke Interview Modified for Older 

Readers or BIMOR reflects who she is as a reader and her 

perceptions about reading.  
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 Talking about her reading experiences also gave her the 

opportunity to share her emotions about reading and what 

she would like to change about it.  

Researcher: Describe yourself as a reader. What kind 
of a reader are you? 
 
DC: I rate myself okay. I’m not the greatest but if 
it’s something that I’m really into then I’m really 
good at it...I’ll understand it a lot more[even]the 
history, [if] I can’t relate to it [then] I don’t 
think I’m very good at [knowing]that[history]. 

Researcher: If you were to change anything about your 
reading, what would this be? 
 
DC: Basically how I approach it like I dread like 
reading but I’ll do it. Like if I’m told that I have 
to read. I hate it. Like in class when we are told 
that “You have to read this”, I’d say, “Are you 
serious?” and it’s like if I choose to read then I 
like it.

Researcher: Talk more to me about what you mean by 
“[You]dread...reading”? 
 
DC: Oh, like basically reading in front of people, I
want to get over that and I’ll read and I’ll read 
really low [read softly] and it’s...because I’m afraid 
that I mess up a lot and I don’t want people to hear 
it...but it’s reading out loud! We read out loud in US 
history and then Biology, we are sometimes asked to 
read[out loud]just to get extra points and a ticket.

*Notation: [ ] not the reader’s words but mine to 
clarify meaning. 
 

As I explore DC’s emotional responses in the questions 

above, I find that DC has her own assumptions about who she 
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is as a reader and makes this her interpretation of what is 

expected of her in the classroom. 

 I noticed the following characteristics of DC’s emotion 

responses from an evaluative lens (refer to page 68). In 

the following section, I noted DC’s repeating emotional 

responses that reflect the aspects of appraisal, namely: 

ATTITUDE, GRADUATION and ENGAGEMENT.  

Attitude and Graduation

In response to what kind of a reader she is, DC saw 

herself in a reading hierarchy.  

 I rate myself okay

I’m not the greatest

Using the terms rate and greatest show that DC recognizes 

the existence of a continuum. If she is an okay reader then 

somebody has to be above or below her rating. The same 

thing with her use of greatest, there is someone better 

than her and also someone trailing her in reading.  

 The above responses sets the tone for the rest of her 

emotional responses towards reading. Her emotions reflect 

her feelings about reading.  

 I dread like reading

I hate it

I’m afraid
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All these negative emotional responses were followed by 

implied language statement that focuses on DC’s strong 

negative reactions towards reading.  

 I want to get over that 

I’ll read really low [read softly] 

I mess up a lot 

I don’t want people to hear it

Engagement

As DC conveyed these emotions, she also made statements 

about her personal ability. She says “I can’t relate to it, 

I don’t think I’m very good at that”. In this statement, DC 

acknowledge the level at which she can be good at when 

reading. Since I was her audience, she probably wanted to 

let me know what kinds of reading materials she can work 

with.  

 In examining DC’s emotional responses about reading, I 

also viewed the interpersonal meaning of her experience. 

This supports K. Goodman’s theory of the reading process 

when he explains that (1996a) “People don’t use language 

just to share their experiences. They also share their 

attitudes, feelings, and responses to their experiences, 

and can do so at the same time as they share their 

ideas”(p. 86). 
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 In the following section, I answer subquestion 1 for 

DC: What do emotional responses look like in the 

retrospective miscue analysis (RMA) sessions of selected 

high school readers? and focus on her emotional responses. 

DC’s Emotional Responses in Individual RMA Sessions 

 DC’s emotional responses during the individual RMA 

sessions demonstrate how she defined her stance towards 

reading. In the examples below, DC relied on her personal 

response as she tried to anticipate a response that she 

thinks I share with her.   

 
feed       

8508 “I haven’t time to find any grass for you 
 
8509 now,” he said to the cow. I’ll put you up  

8510 on the roof. You’ll find something to eat  

8511 up there. 

Figure 5 
DC’s Miscue 1: Feed for Find 

 
Researcher: Let’s talk about line 8508, did 
you notice anything? 

 
DC: I said feed for find. It doesn’t make any 
sense.

Researcher: Is it syntactically acceptable? 
 
DC: No. I don’t think so. Wait, yeah! it could be a 
sentence, No. I don’t think using feed makes sense. 
“To find any grass”, “to feed any grass, it doesn’t 
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make sense. Like it doesn’t. It’s just, I don’t know 
how to explain it. I don’t see how you can just sit 
there and feed the grass to the cow and it’s just like 
feeding the cow with the grass. Probably not like 
spoon feeding. I have this picture in my mind and you 
can not be standing there and feeding grass to the 
cow. I didn’t realize that I made that miscue and I 
kind of went over the sentence kind of fast there.

When I asked her to tell me what she noticed about her 

reading, her first response after identifying her miscue 

was to invoke an assessment of her miscue. She says: 

 It doesn’t make sense.

Since my follow up question was “Is the sentence 

syntactically acceptable?”, she recognized this as a cue to 

place doubt on her miscue and answers my question by 

assessing her actions/behavior for making a miscue. 

 I don’t think [it is syntactically acceptable]

I don’t think using feed makes sense

I don’t see how you can

The above phrases signified why DC thinks her miscue was 

questionable. Since she initially believes that miscues are 

errors, identifying these was her way of attending to what 

she thinks should be her position about reading.  
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8404                          Get out! Get out!” 
 ©and
8405  shouted the woodman \at the top of his voice. 
 

Figure 6 
DC’s Miscue 2: And for At 

 
DC: I needed to correct it because when I read it 
I kind of glanced it and it didn’t say and plus
it doesn’t really make sense to say and because 
it just doesn’t say anything before it that go 
with it. It’s important to correct because if I 
put and here, it will totally throw me off 
because it doesn’t make sense.

In the miscue discussion of feed and find and now the 

correction of and for at above, I saw that DC began to 

include reasons for her miscues and not just state a 

personal response. Her reasons conform to what she thinks 

reading should be: 

 [I] went over the sentence kind of fast [that’s why I  

miscued]

I needed to correct

It’s important to correct

8501 “I guess the cow is 
 © Now
8502 hungry too” he thought. \“No one has given 
 
8503 her any grass to eat or any water to drink.” 

Figure 7 
DC’s Miscue 3: Now for No 

 
DC: It doesn’t sound right and it’s just not
right [to say now for no]. I just basically said 
now and just not really be thinking about it and 
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just putting in something that’s going to happen 
next. I didn’t realize it and it’s what’s 
happening in the story but when I noticed what I 
did and it didn’t really make sense. I kind of 
asked myself and I went back and corrected it to 
understand it.

In her correction of now for no, DC also added more 

rationale for her miscues.  Her judgment reflects an 

evaluation of her strategies as a reader. She initiates 

talk about her reading strategies. 

 I noticed what I did 

I kind of asked myself

I went back and corrected 

4634 As Pablo with Anita, started out again 
 $flowerist 
4635 for the florist shop, he found her little hand

4636 very cold. 
Figure 8 

DC’s Miscue 4: $Flowerist for Florist 
 

P: Did you notice anything? 

C: I said $flowerists for florist because my mom 
and sister say it that way. It’s how we say it at 
home.

DC’s declares in the above that her nonword substitution 

of $flowerist for florist is part of her social norm (It’s 

how we say it at home.) DC has the same response in the  

next miscue.  
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4707   The door of the shop was open. A gray-haired 
 sitting 
4708   man was setting cans of flowers on the sidewalk 
 
4709   where Anita said they had been yesterday.  
 

Figure 9 
DC’s Miscue 5: Sitting for Setting 

 
DC: The sentence here is not grammatical because it’s 
not explaining more in detail. I don’t know. I don’t 
think it’s a sentence but in a way it kind of made 
sense still. If I talk to one of my friends, I think 
they would understand this.

DC’s emotional responses above reflects the influence of 

her social group. She rationalizes by recognizing a shared 

language with her family(It’s how we say it at home.) and a

shared way of understanding with her friends (one of my 

friends would understand this). 

 Another characteristic of DC’s emotional responses is how 

she intensified her emotional responses by using terms that 

amplified her attitude about reading and her own reading. 

TABLE 5 shows DC’s responses showing amplification:   

TABLE 5. DC’s Responses Showing Amplification 

Reference to Reading Reference to Self as Reader
• if I’m really into it 
• I’ll understand it a lot
• I dread like reading 
• I hate it. 
• I mess up a lot
• I kind of
• It will totally throw me  
off 

• I’m really good at it 
• I’m [not] very good at it
• I’ll read really low
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 Both positive and negative feelings are evoked in her 

responses (good, not very good). She also resorted to being 

firm and tentative (a lot, kind of) and even placed 

emphasis on her reactions (really, totally). 

 Martin and White (2005) clarified for me the idea that 

sometimes speakers use terms that also represent the 

listeners language. By using these terms the speaker 

assumes to share similar values or processes with his/her 

listener.  I saw this instance in DC’s use of just in the 

following phrases: 

 it just doesn’t say anything before it that go with it

it’s just not right

just putting in something that’s going to happen next

In this case, just represents what Martin and White terms 

as “common sense” (p.5) when one reads. DC knows that you 

have to pay attention to syntax (it just doesn’t say 

anything before it that go with it), that reading involves 

language that sounds like language (it’s just not right), 

and that the reading involves predicting (just putting in 

something that’s going to happen next). As the speaker, DC 

communicated in her responses that the processes above are 

common to all when reading. 
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DC’s Emotional Responses in Group Sessions 

 There are a total of 6 group sessions held with the 

students. These group sessions are adaptations of CRMA 

(refer to Chapter 3 for a detailed description).  

 The following narratives are excerpts of the discussions 

analyzed from DC’s perspectives that took place during the 

group sessions.  I describe and analyze her emotional 

responses and how these emotional responses reflect what 

reading is for DC and who she is as a reader.  

 My goal for getting the students together in the groups  

was to build a social group where the students are 

comfortable talking about reading. These students were 

recommended for my study because they needed help with 

reading. To get them to talk about their concerns about 

reading, I wanted them to connect with each other in the 

time we have for the research. I wanted to provide an 

atmosphere of support and to encourage them to take risks 

in reading and reveal their emotions about reading in the 

group sessions. 

 In the first three sessions, the group discussions  

focused on reflective talk about miscues, retrospective 

miscue analysis, the reading process, the strategies, and 

their attitude towards reading. These group discussions 
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were held in the same week as the individual RMA sessions. 

I worked with the students twice a week. I collected all 

the audio and video taped data from the RMI session and the 

first three group discussions data with the students in the 

first six weeks.  

 The initial group session was held at the university 

campus to give the students exposure to the university 

setting.  All four came with their permission forms in 

hand.  DC came early with Milagros so they had time to 

socialize with each other while we waited for Glen and 

Oscar to arrive.  

 As the group was completed, we began first with the 

agenda and an explanation about the video cameras, tape 

recorders and microphones that were set up around the room. 

Everyone seemed uncomfortable and quiet.  Eventually, DC 

participated and often volunteered her thoughts but it was 

obvious that she was being cautious with what she said as 

she also had to be reminded to speak louder for the 

recorder and for the rest of the group.  

 In the first session, a set of adolescent books  

(Appendix C) were set up on the table and the students were 

asked to choose and give their comments about the book 

based on the book cover, the book story, and their 
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interest. I chose the books based on what I know high 

school students would generally be interested in, and more 

specifically because of the interests of the selected 

readers of this study. DC’s comments were as follows: 

I’m into things like witchcraft so books with 
this title will get me to choose it. I like 
stuffs that are not just ordinary. I also 
like things about swords so just the title 
and the picture will make me choose the book. 
I like the dragon story too. I like the 
pictures that are colorful and probably would 
also look interesting.

Her comment above contains language that gave me a 

glimpse into what DC’s emotional response means when asked 

to talk about the kinds of books she’s interested in 

reading. Her responses are not highly evaluative as she 

does not use any strong feelings or reactions to the books 

she was asked to choose from:  

 I like stuffs that are not just ordinary

I like swords

I like the dragon story

I like the pictures that are colorful

This conveyed to me that the books I selected for this 

activity did not provoke much emotional response. DC’s use 

of like is gradable but does not intensify the meaning of 

her selections. DC’s responses remained at the surface 
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level and intended to provide me with only quick 

information of her interest. 

 When I asked each member of the group to choose one book 

to preview, and read silently for the next ten minutes,  DC 

chose a book about witchcraft and said the following: 

I like this witchcraft thing because the 
character was ostracized and someone helped 
him out. This someone was the witch who 
turned out to be his mother.

Although DC’s emotional response above are not intense (I 

like stuffs that are not just ordinary), DC was able to 

share the plot of the story even as she browsed through the 

book for only ten minutes because as she said she likes 

topics about witchcraft.  Students find materials easy to 

read if they are allowed to choose books that are of 

interest to them (Alvermann, 2001; Blackford, 2004; Moje, 

2000a). 

 Unfortunately, DC has also learned that even given 

choices, reading is more of a school task where readers are 

asked questions at the end of a story. DC’s emotional 

responses are quick assertions of what she thinks the book 

is about. This reminds me of Rosenblatt’s theory of 

transaction (1994)where a reader takes an efferent stance 

if s/he reads for information. If the reader chooses to 
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read for pleasure then the reader is taking an aesthetic 

stance. In the above instance, DC did not read to gather 

information nor did she read for pleasure.  Her emotional 

responses are personal statements made to satisfy my 

question at that particular instance. 

 During the second group session held at the charter 

school, DC came in late because she had to finish her 

school work. We talked about the reading process and 

miscues and DC said: “Everybody makes mistakes but when you 

understand what’s going on then that’s okay.” After 

discussing miscues, we talked about proficient reading and 

everyone agreed with DC when she said “If someone reads a 

book...fast...and can’t tell anything about it then they 

just want to get it done and over with.”  DC felt good and 

continued to smile throughout the session after her peers 

agreed with her.  

 For the third group session we talked more about miscues 

and the comments they made earlier about how they felt 

about reading.  In this session, DC initiated the 

conversation to get the other students to participate. She 

volunteered what she thought of the questions and this 

encouraged the other students to also share their 
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experiences.  In the following excerpt, we see a change in 

DC’s responses: 

Researcher: When is reading boring? 

DC:  When I don’t understand it. Like when I’m 
reading something that is too difficult or 
doesn’t make sense... I think history is 
boring... At the beginning of the year, history 
was interesting because of the movies...they go 
more detail in the movie than what the book says.

In the response above, DC started with a personal reaction: 

 I think history is boring

At the beginning it was interesting

Her reaction to history (as a subject) reflected both a 

negative (boring) and a positive (interesting) assessment. 

Her statement placed the focus of her reaction to the 

subject. Then she followed her initial response with a 

justification of her reaction.  

 they go more detail in the movie than what the book 

says

The group left with better camaraderie after this session 

as they all shared their experiences, laughing and talking 

about reading.  

 The fourth, fifth and sixth groups sessions were focused 

on collaborative retrospective miscue analysis (CRMA). In 

CRMA(Costello, 1992), the readers conduct the RMA session 
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as a group.  Although I was in and out of the room where 

they were conducting the CRMA, the students took charge of 

the activity themselves.  At times, I would sit down and 

join their conversation but for the rest of the 30-45 

minute time allotted for this activity, the students 

conversed about the miscues themselves. DC was still 

uncomfortable reading out loud for the fourth group session 

so she decided that she’d do the reading in the fifth group 

session. I sensed that everyone seemed tense because they 

were unusually quiet and were focused on the reading 

material. Then Glen volunteered. I did catch everyone make 

a few glances towards Glen, with a nod and a quick smile, 

as if to say you’ll be okay,  while I set up the recorder 

for the taping and left them to do their collaborative work 

after Glen read the selection. 

 I chose the selection A Dolphin’s Gift from the Chicken 

Soup for the Soul (1993) as the first story so as not to 

overwhelm Glen.  He mentioned that he liked reading the 

inspirational stories from this book. The story had an 

atmosphere of suspense despite being predictable so it 

allowed the readers and the listeners the chance to engage 

with the text. After Glen’s reading, DC offers the first 

comment about his retelling and says, “He got the main 
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idea.” She also said that marking the miscues distracted 

her from listening to the story at the same time but since 

it was their first time to do the miscue markings they 

talked about listening to the tape again so they could 

review their markings.  

 After 30 minutes, I joined the group and asked them to 

share what they thought about the CRMA.  DC’s responses in 

the following dialogues again gives insight into her 

emotions and her rational for this new knowledge: 

DC: I still think this [CRMA] makes me feel 
weird because its like somebody is telling 
you your mistakes.

Milagros: What I think that is also weird is  
when you try to listen to your miscues and 
then still not get it because it made sense 
until somebody points it out to you. 
 
Glen: Yep.  
 
Oscar: (nods head) 
 
DC: Well I guess, with miscues I think your 
thinking of something different and you want 
to make it into something that you 
understand.

Evaluating the responses above, I began to see changes in 

DC’s reactions.  DC communicates her feelings towards this 

activity: 

 [CRMA] makes me feel weird
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 She follows the above with justifications: 

 its like somebody is telling you your mistakes

In evaluating what miscues are, she states: 

 I think your thinking of something different

you want to make it into something that you understand.

Although no affect is involved in the expressions above, 

reading it in the context of DC’s behavior about saying 

something that is not in the text provides a differing 

sense of DC’s definition of reading. Appraisal is evident 

in her valuing the miscue process. Instead of referring to 

miscues as mistakes, she now transitions to referring to 

miscues as: 

 something different

something that you understand

During the fifth group session, DC reads Stonecutter for 

the second CRMA. Knowing that DC doesn’t like to read out 

loud, I chose this story to not scare her from reading. The 

story was manageable for DC and she expressed liking 

stories that “are not ordinary”.

DC was 15 minutes late for the group session that day. 

She also wasn’t her usual talkative self because she 

admitted to me that she was nervous about reading. I later 

found out too that she was late coming to the group because 
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she was asked to finish her project in science before 

joining the group session. The group decide to discuss DC’s 

substitution of fires for fierce.

fires beam 
37    And the people hid from his fierce beams,

38    and he was happy in his power. 
Figure 10 

DC’s Miscue 6: Fires for Fierce 
 

Oscar: In line 37 you said fires for fierce.

Milagros: Does this make sense? 
 
DC: Yes.

V: Does it needed to be corrected? 
 
Oscar: Do you know what the word means? 
 
DC: No. I know what it means there but not 
how to say it.

Milagros: I don’t know what exactly fierce 
mean. Is that how you say it guys, right? 
 
Glen:  It means powerful. 
 
Milagros: I wouldn’t also know what it is 
unless it was in this story. Does this miscue 
affect your understanding of the text? Why do 
you think so? 
 
DC: Like I said, it’s like bringing up 
something and it does still make sense to me 
so that was okay.

DC appeared defensive at the beginning of this session 

whenever the group wanted to talk about her miscue. She 
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would talk louder and make it a point to say that to her 

the miscue made sense so it was okay. This was so because 

in the first CRMA session, she mentioned that talking about 

miscues is like “having someone tell you your mistakes”. 

But with the discussion of her miscue above, DC changed the 

text to make it meaningful for her.  She admitted that she 

didn’t know what fierce meant and even how to say it. But 

since she knew what was going on in the story she used what 

she was familiar with and transposed the text with her 

miscue to make reading it sound right and make sense too. 

 The next miscue they discussed was DC’s substitution of 

sleep for sheep:

Figure 11 
DC’s Miscue 7: Sleep for Sheep 

 
Milagros: Do you guys want to talk about the miscue 
sleep for sheep?

Glen: Yes, but she corrected it. 
 
Milagros: Oh yeah, she did that. Does the miscue make 
sense, why not? 
 
DC: No because you can’t carry sleep.

Milagros: Should it have been corrected? 

 ©which 
47 And this he did with such might that soon the 
 © sleep 
48 river rushed over its banks, carrying with it \sheep

49 and calves, donkeys and horse, and even people. 
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DC: Yes so that it would make sense.

Milagros: How do you know that you need to correct 
that one? 
 
DC: Because it wouldn’t be complete, you can’t carry 
sleep but you can sheep so it’s because it doesn’t 
make sense.

The discussion above showed the group that when miscues 

disrupt the meaning, readers usually correct themselves. 

After this discussion, DC was more at ease and at times 

also volunteered her miscues up for discussion in the 

group. 

 After the CRMA, we talked about how everyone felt about 

the CRMA experience.  Most said that this second CRMA was 

much better than the first because they were able to focus 

on how talking about miscues helped them know themselves as 

readers. DC ends the session with the following response: 

I think miscues help us know about ourselves 
as readers, because basically, when you look 
at your miscues, you’re seeing what you did 
and you can talk about it and [your miscues] 
tell you what your thinking of at that time 
like I think it does make me better because I 
know what I was thinking of at that time and 
that I was trying to understand it, when 
you’re reading it and after you read it.

DC talks about comprehending the text as she was reading 

it. It was not what she understood after the story but it 
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was how she was processing her understanding. Miscues 

signaled to her that she was constructing meaning as she 

was reading. After she responded she said she felt more 

confident about her reading as she was able to see her 

miscues in a new light – not as mistakes but as a picture 

of her thinking. 

 Evaluating her emotion language, I noticed how she 

utilized language to value her process of constructing 

meaning and her behavior when constructing meaning.  Using  

appraisal analysis, DC expressed ATTITUDE in terms of how 

she evaluated her social capacity (refer to chapter 3). 

 I think it does make me better

The phrase I think signals her changing view about miscues 

making her a better reader. 

 Judging her personal capacity as a reader, DC 

acknowledges her growing awareness of her own reading 

process. 

 I know what I was thinking of

I was trying to understand

In the last group session, Oscar read Pedro and Diablo.

The group found the story entertaining and even laughed at 

some of the scenes while Oscar was reading it aloud.  Oscar 

didn’t get bothered with his peers laughing out loud while 
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he was reading but he admitted that the video and tape 

recorders made him nervous.  

 This last group session was held at the university and DC 

did not focus as she usually does. She mentioned to the 

group that she had an argument with her mom earlier because 

they got lost finding the building. She said it was the 

first time her mom dropped her at the session and they 

misread a one way street. Despite this, DC tried her best 

to focus on the activity but she wasn’t attentive to the 

discussions. She went as far as initiating what miscues 

they could talk about but didn’t follow through with the 

discussions. 

Summary of Findings 

DC’s emotional responses in the RMA sessions are summarized 

as follows: 

1. Her emotional responses reflected her developing 

attitude towards a different view of reading from a 

word oriented view to a focus on meaning. 

2. Her emotional responses signified different modes of 

reasoning like communicating feelings to evaluating 

strategies. 

3. Her emotional responses conveyed her understanding of 

the role semantics play in reading. She understood 
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that in the context of reading, she transacts with 

the text by making meaning. She also began to 

articulate her strategies and look beyond her miscues 

for their causes.   

4. DC moved from stating personal reactions to 

justifying her reactions. Adding comments about her 

understanding of the reading process. 

5. At the end of the sessions, DC began to use 

evaluative language that focused on the values she 

placed on the reading process and her behavior 

towards reading. 

Introducing Milagros 
 

Milagros was recommended by her teachers as someone who 

could improve her reading skills by participating in the 

study.  Milagros was not initially happy about 

participating but also believed that working with me would 

help her become a better reader.  She mentioned that she 

doesn’t like talking much about reading and herself as a 

reader but will try participating because she knew that she 

would benefit from the study.  She also said that she could 

work with the other participants on my list. They were her 

peers, she didn’t really know them all but did mention that 

one of them was a classmate and she knew that she could 
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work with her and the rest of the  participants in the 

group. 

 Milagros also belonged to what the school labeled as a 

low level English class. Most of the students were placed 

in this section because they were reading below their grade 

level. Milagros was among them. She is a sophomore student 

reading at a Grade 5 level according to her TABE scores.  

Later in the study, Milagros mentioned that she should be a 

junior now but had to repeat her sophomore year because she 

didn’t pass Grade 9 in her previous school. She said that 

she hadn’t intended to go back to school after the failing 

incident but she promised her grandma before she died that 

she will go back to school and finish her studies. 

 During our initial meeting, Milagros was shy and quiet, 

to the point that her voice sounded like a whisper, as I 

explained to her our first activity.  I gave her a copy of 

the Burke Interview Modified for Older Readers so she could 

browse through the questions before we began taping the 

session. She was at ease but not fully relaxed as she 

leaned towards the table, sitting almost at the edge of her 

chair as she read  through the BIMOR questions. She later 

told me that she was tense because she was anxious that she 

might not know the answers to the questions I was going to 
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ask her. When I gave her a copy of the BIMOR, she said she 

was relieved because she knew how to answer them but not 

really confident because “[her]answers may be wrong.” 

 At 17, Milagros was the oldest in the group by a year 

even though she was taking similar classes as the rest of 

the students.  She later revealed in the individual RMA 

session, which I discuss in detail later, that she didn’t 

pass most of her subjects from her previous school and had 

to take similar courses at Southwest Charter High School so 

she could earn the credits she needs to be promoted as a 

Junior.  

 I asked Milagros to describe herself first as a reader 

and this is what she says: 

Researcher:  Describe yourself as a reader. 
What kind of a reader are you? 
 
Milagros: I’m not a good reader because when 
I’m reading I make a lot of mistakes, like if 
I knew how to read better then I wouldn’t 
care if I have to read out loud but sometimes 
I do [read out loud] in class. 

Researcher: If you were to change anything 
about your reading, what would this be? 
 
Milagros: That I read better. How to make 
sense of what I read because when I 
read, afterwards I would forget what I’ve 
read. I don’t know if because I’m not 
interested in it or because I just don’t 
remember what I’ve read. [I find myself] in 
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this position a lot and I read over again and 
find the spot where the question is [to 
school assigned questions]. 

Milagros knows that reading should make sense. When she 

mentions interest as a prerequisite for remembering what 

she has read, she includes emotions as part of reading. 

Reading is not only a cognitive act. Interest, as a 

motivation factor is an important affective aspect in the 

reading process. She monitors her own behavior and also 

knows how often she gets herself in this situation, trying 

to include emotions in the reading process but always left 

to focus on the cognitive act of knowing and remembering. 

This is important because for Milagros she knows that her 

emotions facilitates her thinking. If she’s interested then 

she’ll remember. 

 From the above responses, I observed that Milagros’ 

responses are highly emotional. This was evident throughout 

the BIMOR interview. The following are also emotional 

responses: 

Researcher: What do you do when you come to 
something that gives you trouble? Do you ever 
do anything else? 
 
Milagros: I keep reading over but then at 
times I get frustrated and then I don’t want 
to finish anymore. When I can’t get 
something, I try a couple of times and if I 
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can’t get it I’ll get mad and I’ll be like I 
don’t want to do it no more.

Researcher: What does your mom do when she  
comes to something that she doesn’t know? 
 
Milagros: I don’t know because I’ve 
never...see[n] her come to something that she 
doesn’t know how to read.

In the open ended interview session, I chose questions 

adapted from Marek(1987) and Reeves (2004)to elicit the 

students general perceptions, reactions, and day to day 

activities about reading and to find out how emotions play 

in students’ daily discourse (Appendix B).  Questions such 

as: “How do you feel about yourself as a reader?” or “Tell 

me about a memorable reading experience” are included. 

 The open ended interview with Milagros also revealed how 

emotions play an integral part of her actions and 

discourse.  When asked to talk about the reading 

assignments in school, she presents a negative reaction: 

I don’t like to read textbooks and then 
answer the question because I don’t remember 
anything...I don’t get mad but I feel like I 
just don’t like doing this [reading 
assignments] because I’m not going to be able 
to get this done and because I’ll try and 
I’ll read and I’ll go to the questions and 
then I won’t know it and then I’ll go back so 
sometimes I just don’t do it.
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 Tasks that involved reading for Milagros is tedious, 

difficult, and a lot of hassle.  She doesn’t question the 

work given to her but she questions her abilities to do the 

work. She believes that she is not capable (“I don’t 

remember anything”) and she lacks the skills to work on her 

assignments (“I’m not able to get it done...because I’ll 

read then I won’t know it...”).  

 Milagros also works part time for the school assisting in 

administrative work for a school program. She answers 

questions about their school counseling program and types 

and files papers. For her this is not reading. She says “I 

don’t have to read[at my work] but I read magazines on my 

break.” Milagros perceives that reading inside and outside 

the classroom are the same (answering questions after 

reading a selection from the textbook or doing worksheets). 

Since she doesn’t see the same reading activities in her 

work then she believes she is not reading. Reading 

magazines which she enjoys during her break is not 

legitimately recognized in school as a reading activity. 

 To understand the emotional responses better, I used 

appraisal theory and analyzed the language from an 

evaluative lens (refer to chapter 3). In the following 

section, I examine Milagros’ repeating emotional responses 
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that reflect the 3 aspects of appraisal, namely: ATTITUDE, 

GRADUATION, and ENGAGEMENT.  

Attitude

Examining Milagros’ emotional response revealed to me how 

she describers her own intense feelings about reading: 

 if I’m not interested

I get frustrated

I don’t want to finish no more

I get mad

I don’t like to read 

I don’t like doing this (reading assignment)

herself as a reader: 

 I’m not a good reader

I make a lot of mistakes

I forget what I’ve read

I don’t remember anything

and her strong reactions to other people: 

 I’ve never see[n] her come to something she doesn’t know

Graduation

Milagros’ attitude is amplified to show how intensely she 

feels about her attitude by using terms like not a good 

reader, a lot of mistakes, remember anything, read better, 

and never see[n]. 
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Engagement

In this final aspect of appraisal, I reviewed Milagros’ 

emotional responses to identify the source of her 

evaluations. I wanted to understand if her responses were 

her own evaluations of herself as a reader and her reading 

or if there were other sources involved.  

 Halliday (1994) talked about projection and modality as 

one way to determine if additional voices are involved.  

Projection enables us to say what other people said or 

think. Modality provides a semantic context for negotiating 

information. 

 I describe Milagros’ emotional responses as mostly from 

her own view point because of her high use of the first 

person pronoun I. At the same time, I also saw that she 

freely used modality to open up discussions for allowing  

other view points. Below shows her using modality to 

negotiate information: 

 if I knew (ability) 

 I wouldn’t care (interest) 

 if I have to read (task) 

 I would forget (ability) 

By using modality in her responses, she wants to gain 

empathy. 
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 In the following section, I answer subquestion 1 for 

Milagros: What do emotional responses look like in the 

retrospective miscue analysis (RMA) sessions of selected 

high school readers? and focus on Milagros’ emotional 

responses. 

 Milagros was in high spirits whenever she came to work 

with me again. In fact, she was always excited about our 

sessions. One of her teachers even mentioned that she asked 

about me whenever she thought that I hadn’t arrived at the 

school site yet.  

Milagros’ Emotional Responses in Individual RMA Sessions 

 In the first RMA session, I showed Milagros her strength 

as a reader as she created a parallel text.  The following 

is our conversation of her complex miscue of as far as the 

for at the far:

8312                            He found the 
 as far as the  
8313 baby at the far end of the garden and  
 ® ©into 
8314 brought her \back \to the house. 
 

Figure 12 
Milagros’ Miscue 1: As far as the for at the far 

 
Researcher: Talk to me about your miscue in 
line 8313. 
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Milagros: I don’t know why. I can READ (said aloud and 
with emphasis) that. But I don’t know why I said that!

Milagros perceived reading as reading the word so as she 

becomes aware that the reading process involves making 

sense, that is readers change the text because they are 

constructing their own meaning. Her reaction above is a 

surprise for her that reading is not at all recognizing the 

words even if one knows the word (“I can read that!”).  Her 

emotions facilitated her thinking.  As she affirmed what 

she knows, she also placed a judgement on her response (“I 

don’t know why I did that”).  

 Another RMA excerpt shows her highly evaluative emotional 

responses: 

 looked 
4724   The man was listening closely and looking 

4725  from one to the other. 
 

Figure 13 
Milagros Miscue 2: Looked for Looking 

 
Researcher: Let’s talk about your miscue above? What 
do you think about this miscue?  
 
Milagros: That I messed up. That I need to pay more 
attention to what I’m reading.

Researcher: Why did you say that? 
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Milagros: If I can’t read looking and I say looked,
it’s not a good one because I’m not reading what the 
book says.

Researcher: But you said earlier that your miscue made 
sense. So why do you think you need to say exactly 
what the word is? 
 
Milagros: Because it’s not the way the author wrote it  
or not the way it was written.

Researcher: But remember what we talked about where 
meaning is coming from? The author has his own meaning 
when he wrote it. But as the reader you also have your 
own meaning. So even if the author intended it to be 
looking, you miscued and said looked because you 
participated in making your own meaning. 
 

In the excerpt above, I noticed that Milagros’ emotional 

responses are directed to her evaluation of her abilities 

as a reader: 

 I messed up

I need to pay more attention

I’m not reading what the book says

She also assesses her own action: 

 it’s not a good one

and deviation from the text: 

 it’s not the way the author wrote it

not the way it was written
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 As we talked more about her miscues, Milagros reveals 

that there is more to her reading and her adamant response 

that she should read exactly what the text says.  

 Milagros feels that her miscues are proof that she is not 

a good reader. She insists that her status as a student 

does not carry with it the privilege to create her own 

meaning. As a student, she believes she has no say in 

creating or interpreting what the text says. She believes 

it’s her fault that she is not a good reader:  

[I realized I wasn’t a good reader] when I started 
messing up...in my 9th grade. I didn’t look at it as 
messing up when I learned those words. It’s when I 
failed 9th grade in another school and then part of my 
10th grade I failed again and just didn’t pass...I was 
really mad and I felt like giving up and not going to 
school no more.

In the above comment, Milagros refers to how she feels 

about her reading experiences explicitly (I was really mad, 

I felt like giving up). Again, attitude is referenced when 

she also included her assessment of her ability: 

 I failed

I failed again

Milagros’ school history plays an important part in her 

journey to revaluing herself as a reader. As she begins to 

examine her reading and our discussions about her miscues, 

she is provided with an opportunity to look at reading from 
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a more positive perspective and evaluate who she is as a 

reader and what counts most for her when reading.  

Milagros’ Emotional Responses in Group Sessions 

 In this section, I analyzed Milagros’ perspective during 

the group discussions. The group provided Milagros the 

social support she needed to look at reading differently, 

to examine what she knows about herself as a reader, and to  

question her view about who has the power to make meaning 

when reading. 

 During the first group session, I asked Milagros to 

choose from the selection I set up, a book or a set of 

books she’d like to read.  Milagros shared that she likes 

“things about what boys or girls ordinarily do like the 

Gossip Girl book because they’re talking about girls and 

other stuffs” but before she left that day, she quietly 

asked me if she could borrow the non-fiction atlas about 

extra-terrestrials, instead.  

 For the second group session, the group talked about 

Seedfolks by Paul Fleischmann (year) and what they thought 

about it.  Milagros immediately said “I didn’t read the 

book because it was boring”.  In exploring this response, I 

noted that Milagros used this term to assess what she felt 

about the value of reading this book.  In appraisal, how we 
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assess the value of things is referred to as APPRECIATION. 

Reading the book had a boring impact on Milagros. This was 

also the same reaction given by DC: 

Milagros: I don’t like this book because it’s 
boring.

DC: I remember that my teacher gave that 
reading to us and like Milagros, I thought it 
was boring too. 
 
Milagros: Yeah and probably I’ll read it when 
I get home today.

DC: I liked the cover. You’ll like the story 
‘cause there’s always something new.   
 

Milagros now added an assessment to her feelings instead 

of only stating a personal response: 

 I don’t like the book because it’s boring 

She attached a reason for her immediate feelings about the 

book. This is the case with DC too: 

I liked the cover...cause there’s always something new

If DC is the initiator in the group, Milagros is the 

follow through person. She always says something after DC 

has shared her thoughts. When DC came late, Milagros 

initiated the conversation in the group.  Milagros and DC 

knew each other as acquaintances and she had good things to 

say about DC.  She had the impression that DC was easy to 

talk to and told me that she was on good terms with her.  
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No competition existed between them and both supported each 

other by agreeing to each other’s comments or adding 

something to what the other had said during discussions 

like in the one mentioned above. 

 For group sessions 4, 5 & 6, Milagros took charge of the 

tape recorder and made sure it was on.  She also made sure 

that the conversation went on when the group discussed 

miscues during CRMA.  After Glen read “A Dolphin’s Gift”, 

Milagros’ comment was “This is not my kind of story.”  Her 

response here reflects an ATTITUDE where Milagros engages 

in evaluating the story. 

 During the 4th,5th, and 6th group sessions (focus on 

CRMA), Milagros made sure that she asked the questions for 

each miscue in RMA. The questions mentioned earlier in 

chapter 3 are repeated below: 

1. Does the miscue make sense? 

2. a. Was the miscue corrected? b. Should it have 

been corrected? 

If the answer to Question 1 and 2a was a “No,” then 

ask: 

3. Does the miscue look like what was on the page? 

4. Does the miscue sound like what was on the page? 

For all miscues: 
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5. Why do you think you made this miscue? 

6. Did that miscue affect your understanding of the 

text?  

 The following excerpt is an example of Milagros 

asking the RMA question to Glen. 

 Milagros: Does your miscue make sense?

Glen: I think it makes sense. 
 
Milagros: You tried to correct yourself? What 
made you correct yourself?

Glen: I did because I wasn’t sure if I was 
pronouncing the word right or not. 
 
Milagros: Did it affect your understanding of 
the text?

Glen: No, it did not because I was still able 
to retell the story.  

 
Milagros did not monopolize the group discussion but 

appeared to assume a teacher persona with the group. After 

she has asked most of the questions she allowed her peers 

to follow up with the next miscue and did not interrupt as 

they all took turns in asking the questions, talking about 

strategies and discussing why Glen made his miscues.  

 After the fourth group session, Milagros admitted  

“I felt uncomfortable asking him.” She thought that she 

was pointing out Glens’ mistakes and making him explain 

himself.  
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 Although Milagros was always offering her thoughts about 

others’ miscues, she never volunteered to read aloud. And 

because of time constraints, she never got the time to 

read aloud for the group.  

Summary of Findings 

Milagros’ emotional responses in the RMA sessions are 

summarized as follows: 

1. Her emotional responses are highly evaluative. When  

I started work with Milagros, she believed that her 

miscues reflected her lack of reading skills. In  

talking about her miscues, she eventually understood 

that the miscues she once thought was evidence of her 

poor abilities also proved to her that they were 

showing her own strength as a reader. Her miscues 

were not mistakes but her own way of making meaning.  

2. Like DC, her emotional responses also signified 

different modes of reasoning like communicating 

feelings to evaluating strategies. 

3. Milagros also moved from stating personal reactions 

to justifying her reactions. Adding comments about 

her understanding of the reading process. 
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Introducing Glen 
 

Glen had worked with me in an earlier study and was happy 

to continue participating in this study because he believed 

that it would help him become a good reader. Glen loved to 

read although his test scores showed that he was reading 

below his grade level. As a sophomore, he was placed in a 

low level English class because he tested as reading at a 

Grade 4 level. His teachers believed that participating in 

this study would improve his reading skills. Glen was 

always present in class so he made a good candidate for the 

study. 

 As soon as I entered Glen’s classroom, he asked if we 

were going to work that day. He was excited about being 

excused because he said “he’s done his work” and is “just 

hanging out with friends”. At 6 foot with a heavy set 

built, I felt like Glen was towering over me as we walked 

through the corridor towards the small conference room 

where I did most of my sessions with the students. Glen 

listened attentively as I explained to him our task for 

that day. When I gave him the list of BIMOR questions, he 

looked them over and said they were “okay”. 

 We talked about how he saw himself as a reader and our 

conversation went as follows: 
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Researcher: Describe yourself as a reader. 
What kind of a reader are you? 
 
Glen: When I do it [read] by myself, [I’m a 
good reader] but when I speak to somebody
else it’s a little bit hard to read in front 
of people or say it out loud. It sounds 
better when I’m reading it [silently] rather 
than reading out loud. I’m not a good reader 
when I read complicated words. When it’s hard 
I just try.

Researcher: What would you like to change 
about your reading? 
 
Glen: I’d like to be able to read a long story 
or read some big books.

Glen thinks that he is not a good reader when he reads 

“complicated words”. Further in our discussions about 

reading he mentioned that reading the word or saying the 

word would help a person know “a little bit about what it 

means and thinking deeply” about it would help a person 

know what s/he is reading. For Glen, the meaning is in the 

word so meaning is automatic when one is able to say the 

word.  He says that “one has just to think of another word” 

or “keep trying [saying] the sentence, or paragraph until 

one gets it right.” 

 Although Glen’s definition of reading is word oriented 

(“I’m not good at reading complicated words”), he also 

knows that reading involves meaning (“help a person a 
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little bit about what it means”). He is aware of sentences 

and paragraphs to get additional information and that 

reading is a complex process (“thinking deeply”) when one 

predicts or infers, “keep trying” or when one initiates and 

samples text, and “get it right” when one confirms and 

disconfirms predictions or inferences.  

 A better reader for Glen is “someone who can read a long 

story as well as read a big book.” So even if he reads 

comic books like Wolverine and Alien Predators, these do 

not qualify for him as what good readers read.  

 Glen projects a tough image by dressing all in black and 

sporting a big thorny bracelet. He loves watching wrestling 

matches from the WWF channel and can talk about wrestling 

stars, matches, and wrestling moves all day long. Unlike DC 

and Milagros, Glen has a positive reaction to reading. He 

says “Reading is a way to pass the time and just enjoy and 

relate stories to your experiences to make the story come 

alive.” 

 Although he has this positive attitude about reading in 

general, he doesn’t have anything good to say about reading 

assignments that he gets from school. He expresses himself 

in the following: 
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Like they are stapled to each other. It’s 
like if you want the grade you have to do it 
and they [the teachers] ask you to answer 
some questions so you have to read it to get 
it right...[So] when they give me a big 
paragraph, I don’t want to read it at home 
and since we don’t finish it here, they make 
us take it home and it’s like I don’t want to 
read it at home.

He equates reading assignments with worksheets (“stapled 

together”) and have to be done to “get a grade” and not

what he generally perceives as an enjoyment (“reading is 

[what people do] to just enjoy”). He has the notion that 

the goal of reading in school is to “get it [the answers] 

right” and that he has to read to get a grade. An extrinsic 

reward (grade) is attached to reading and not what he 

generally perceives as an intrinsic (not to get 

bored)reason. 

 Different views are impressed upon him by how he sees 

reading from the schools’ perspective and what he generally 

thinks are the reasons why people read. He says: 

[A person reads]...not to be bored, they read 
something they like and just enjoy it, enjoy reading.

In examining Glen’s emotional responses, I used appraisal 

to assess how his language reflects an evaluative 

lens(refer to chapter 3). In the following section, I 
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examine Glen’s repeating emotional responses that reflect 

the 3 aspects of appraisal, namely: ATTITUDE, JUDGMENT, and 

ENGAGEMENT.  

Attitude

Evaluating Glen’s emotional responses through appraisal 

included my observation of what he did or did not 

explicitly mention regarding his feelings about reading. 

How Glen painted a picture of his own struggle with reading 

engaged me as the listener by using  ATTITUDE, GRADUATION, 

and ENGAGEMENT.  Glen utilized ATTITUDE when he referred to 

his feelings. He also invoked making judgments and noted 

the value of things, also known as appreciation: 

 If you want a grade

I don’t want to read it at home

Enjoy reading

He used JUDGEMENT to talk about his personal ability as a 

reader: 

 If I read by myself I’m a good reader

His use of APPRECIATION is reflected in resources he used 

to say how he valued the reading process: 

 A little bit hard to read in front of people

When it’s hard, I just try
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Graduation

Glen’s responses were highly gradable. He used graduation 

to express his emotions such as the following examples: 

 good reader

bit hard

sounds better

big paragraph

read long

read big books

Engagement

I also noted that Glen’s responses recognized the 

existence of other voices. Projection and modality are 

evident in his responses.  For projection, he reports what 

others have to say, like: 

 They (teachers) ask you 

They (teachers) make us (students)

They (teachers) gave me

Modality again invites negotiation of information or 

acknowledgment of another view: 

 You have to do it 

Get it right

In the following section, I focus on Glen’s emotional 

responses as I answer Subquestion 1 for Glen: What do 
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emotional responses look like in the Retrospective Miscue 

Analysis (RMA) sessions of selected high school readers?  

 Glen has tried hard to be a good student by always 

attending his class and doing what he can with any 

assignments. Unfortunately, he is labeled as a struggling 

reader not because of what he can do but because of his 

test scores.  

Glen’s Emotional Responses in Individual RMA Sessions 

 At the beginning of the study, Glen felt like he did 

something wrong whenever I asked him about his miscues. 

I noted this reaction in the example below: 

 was 
8502 No one has given her any grass to eat nor any 
 
8503 water to drink today. 
 
Notation: her - word is omitted 

Figure 14 
Glen’s Miscue 1: Was for Has 

 

Researcher: Tell me what you notice in line 
8502. 
 
Glen: What I did wrong?

Researcher: Not what you did wrong but what 
you miscued on so we can talk about your 
strategy here. 
 
Glen: I said was for has. I have no idea why. 
I don’t know. It’s hard to explain.
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After this initial reaction, Glen began to be comfortable 

about his miscues. In the following, Glenn does what 

effective and efficient readers do when reading: 

 
Figure 15 

 Glen’s Miscue 2: Omission of From 

Researcher: Talk to me about your miscues 
above. 
 
Glenn: I skipped from. It sounds good without 
from. I am an okay reader because all the 
miscues here make sense. It doesn’t change 
the story.

Glen used APPRECIATION in reference to his miscue: 

 It sounds good

This statement is followed by an evaluation of his personal 

ability and a boost to his self-esteem: 

 I am an okay reader

His statement is also followed by a rational that puts 

focus on his sense of the story: 

 It doesn’t change the story.

In the succeeding RMA sessions, Glen always made a point 

to explain his responses to me. 

 
8601    The he climbed down from  the roof and  
 to  
8602 went into the house. 
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8602 He pulled the end of the rope out of the  
 down on 
8603 fireplace and put it around his left leg. 
 

Figure 16 
Glen’s Miscue 3: Down on for Around 

 

Researcher: Does the miscue make sense? 
 
Glen: Probably not. Wait. It does make sense 
but I just had that in my head. I guess it’s 
okay because it doesn’t change anything in the 
story.

In his response above, Glen again referred to ATTITUDE in 

his emotional responses but focused more on JUDGEMENT of 

his actions: 

 It does make sense

I guess it’s okay

He uses GRADUATION to work out the focus of an attitude 

(make sense). Sometimes tentative (I guess) but he still 

utilizes grading. 

Glen’s Emotional Responses in Group Sessions 

 Both Glen and Oscar arrived 15 minutes late for the 

initial group session. They said they underestimated the 

time since they rode the bus going to the university.  They 

were both apologetic but the group felt okay with it.  No 

introductions were necessary because everyone knew each 
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other. We were all seated in a round table and Glen and 

Oscar chose to sit next to each other. The momentary chaos 

brought about by their arrival was followed again by 

silence. I felt that the group was uncomfortable because of 

the tape and video recorders that were set up on our desk 

and around the room. Despite all the microphones I had that 

day, the students were still nervous and not quite sure how 

to react with each other because I kept reminding everyone 

to speak out loud for the computer.  Glen chose to sit next 

to the video camera in an effort to avoid being filmed 

directly. 

 While the group read the wordless book silently, Glen 

showed his emotions by laughing out loud. Momentarily, he 

let his inhibitions out and forgot about the video 

recorder. He said later on that he found one section “funny 

that the frogs in the story were laughing and making fun of 

the people.”  

 In the next activity where they were asked to choose 

books they found interesting, Glen was more vocal about his 

feelings about the books: 

This one looks cool... look at this. I really 
like books about ghosts and this seemed like 
one because of the skeleton in the front 
cover. I like this book Victory or Death
(Rappaport & Verniero, 2003)too because it 
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seemed like it’s about the time of slavery 
and those things.

After choosing the books that he’d most likely read, I 

asked them to preview the book by reading the first few 

pages in the beginning, the middle and the ending and see 

if it is still something they would continue reading.  Glen 

previewed the book Victory or Death (Rappaport & Verniero, 

2003)and says: 

I think this book basically talked about what 
happened to the slaves and the soldiers when 
they died. I just didn’t understand the first 
few pages then I went to the middle and the 
end and now I think I don’t like to read it 
at all.  It’s not what I expected and there’s 
too much information I don’t know.

In the situation above, Glen was able to evaluate a book 

by looking at the physical appearance of the book, if it 

was inviting and if it is something that he’d be interested 

in. Then as he read a few pages, he was able to say why he 

wouldn’t continue reading it.  Since students are labeled 

struggling because of their test scores, these instances 

where reading and thinking matter most are often ignored or 

masked over because of teachers’ perception of the 

students’ abilities.  In activities like choosing books, we 

see a variety of emotional responses coupled with cognitive 

thinking that goes hand in hand when we allow students to 
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practice what they know about themselves as readers and 

what they value most about reading.   

 I examined Glen’s responses above and noted that his 

emotional responses may be characterized in the same way as 

DC and Milagros although Glen had more intensity in his 

comments: 

 This one looks cool (metaphor)

I really like books about ghosts

Glen added reasons for his choices: 

 I like this book too because it’s about

I didn’t understand...now, I don’t like to read this

It’s not what I expect, there’s too much information

I also noted that Glen included meaning as a criteria for 

his reading (understand) and a purpose (expect).   

 In the succeeding sessions, Glen offered his insight 

about their school’s reading activities and what book 

choices he and his friends favored reading as the group 

continued to talk about reading materials and reading 

activities in school: 

I guess when we get books in class, just like 
when we got Seedfolks, I felt like okay
here’s the, okay I’ll read it, probably like 
the first part and I’d say it’s okay and then 
you have to read it every morning.
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 I wanted to have a common material where the students and 

I can talk about reading and their feelings about reading 

and I didn’t realize that I was duplicating the same 

experiences they have in their classrooms.  Glen put it out 

in the open for me during our second group session to hear. 

For him, teachers give books and ask students to read them 

in the hopes of eliciting a lively discussion since the 

students have the same materials. Glen’s perspective was 

that the activity I set up to do for the group was ordinary 

and students become complacent (it’s okay, I’ll read it, 

and it’s okay) and consider the activities as routine 

(“I’ll have to read it every morning”) and irrelevant. When 

I asked what they usually look for when reading, he says: 

Give us choices or a book could be something 
we could relate to like the Chicken Soup for 
the Soul because it is something that is 
happening around us, we are familiar with it 
and then know that it is real for us.

Students like Glen who are oftentimes considered 

struggling are struggling not because they lack the skills 

to cope with the school requirements but because they are 

struggling with the materials that do not challenge them or 

materials they are asked to work with but have no relevance 
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to them. He was pleading to be given materials that are 

relevant to him “that is real for us.” 

 Glen read A Dolphin’s Gift during the fourth group 

session.  In the beginning the group was very quiet and 

didn’t know how to react because Glen volunteered to read 

out loud. Before that everyone mentioned that they are open 

to reading out loud but at the same time didn’t want to go 

first.  

 The following are some of the miscues they talked about 

as a group: 

 ©that 
1006  I realized\ at once how foolish I was. 
 ^

Figure 17 
Glen’s Miscue 4: Insertion of That 

Milagros: I want to talk about your miscue in 1006. 
 Does that make sense? 
 

Glen: Yes, it made sense and it doesn’t seem to 
change the meaning of what I was reading.

Milagros: How do you know that it doesn’t need to  
 be corrected? 
 

Glen: When I said “I realize, that usually 
follows.”

Glen was articulate here but he had to pause for a while 

and think about his answers. After he responded, he was 
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actually satisfied with himself and grinned to show that he 

was okay with the questions again. 

1010 I tried to remove my weight belt, but I was 
 out of
1011 so doubled up I could not get to the catch.  
 

Figure 18 
Glen’s Miscue 5: Out of for To 

 
DC: At 1011, you said get out of for get to.
Why did you do this and does this make sense? 
 
Glen: No, God...this is so hard! [Everyone 
laughed]. I think it makes sense but I don’t 
know.

Milagros: At that time it made sense to you 
right? 
 
DC: I wonder what you were thinking of when 
you miscued there? Do you think you should 
have corrected yourself? 
 
Glen: Yeah, I just think it should have been 
corrected. Although it still means the same 
thing.

Reviewing Glen’s emotional responses for Figures 11 and 12, 

I noticed AFFECT is evident in: 

 No, God... this is so hard! 

For this emotional response, Glen reached a point where he 

had to think about and what he knows about reading. He 

stated responses that focused on semantics but only went as 

far as repeating what he believes would be an acceptable 
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answer to the group. Conversations in the group would only 

go as far as where the members would like to take it and 

since this was a first experience for them, as teenagers, 

they wanted to work it out carefully among themselves.  

 It doesn’t change the meaning

It made sense

It still means the same thing

In the responses above, I also noticed that Glen began to 

include what he knew about syntax. 

 “I realize, that usually follows.”

Since no one took up the discussion, this was left as is. 

Here, I see that Glen has that potential to take his 

responses to a more interpersonal level but is left to work 

out his meaning at the textual and experiential level 

because this is where the group feel safer.    

 I mentioned earlier that since this was an activity 

they’ve never done before as a group, they didn’t know how 

to react to each other. As teenagers, they were still 

reading each other’s personality and were trying not to 

create any conflict with each other.  So everyone in the 

group decided to take a teacher-student stance where they 
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recognize that they can ask questions like what teachers do 

while Glen, as the student had to answer the questions.   

 In this initial session, everyone felt that miscues were 

a mistake and they were pointing out Glen’s “mistakes”. 

Adding insult to injury was having him explain his 

“mistakes.” 

 After the session, they talked about their thoughts about 

miscues and here Glen mentions to the group that his 

mistakes still made sense that he was trying to understand 

the story and change the text to fit his understanding (“I 

guess we make miscues because we try to make the text our 

own and make it make sense”). 

Summary of Findings 

Glen’s emotional responses in the RMA sessions are 

summarized as follows: 

1. Glen’s emotional responses also reflected his 

developing attitude towards a different view of 

reading from mere identification of words to making 

sense of the story. 

2. His emotional responses also signified different 

modes of reasoning like communicating feelings to 

evaluating strategies like DC and Milagros did. 
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3. Glen appeared to be much more conscious of how he 

negotiated his meanings when reading, so by the end 

of the RMA sessions he believed most of all that 

reading is more of making sense and not explicitly 

identifying the words in the text. 

Introducing Oscar 
 

Oscar agreed to work with me in this dissertation when 

I came to his school to ask for volunteers. Oscar had been 

a research participant from a previous study and had been 

recommended by his teachers as one who would benefit from 

improving his reading skills. Oscar was labeled as reading 

at a Grade 3 level based on the Test of Adult Basic 

Education (TABE). He was also placed in a corrective 

reading class where instruction focused on reciting letters 

and words as they are said out loud by a teacher.  

 Oscar was always present in class so he was a good 

candidate for the study.  Aside from a good attendance, he 

wanted to join the study because he believed that it would 

help him become a better reader.  He also liked working 

with the other students in my list since one of them was a 

close friend and the others were students he knew as 

classmates. 
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 Oscar was all set to work with me as soon as I walked 

into his classroom. He knew that it was his turn to be 

excused after Glen got back in the classroom.  Oscar was 

taller but not as heavily built as Glen was. Oscar was soft 

spoken and could give anybody who didn’t really know him 

the impression that he was shy and quiet.  

 Oscar like the rest of the group is Hispanic and they all 

know more than one language. Like his friend Glen, Oscar 

also translates for his parents. At an early age, he often 

acted as the translator for the family.  One of the many 

‘cultural brokers’ in our community, Oscar has that role in 

his family. He is the eldest and one of only 2 children 

that his parents depend on to communicate with the dominant 

English majority in their community. 

 Oscar didn’t have any qualms about the task that day as I 

asked him to go over the BIMOR questions before beginning 

the interview. Throughout the interview, Oscar’s responses 

were short and concise. He didn’t elaborate his answers or 

volunteer other information unless I asked him to. Asked 

about his perception of himself as a reader, he says “I 

make mistakes.  I take a long time when I read.” With this 

response, he believes that good readers read fast. His 
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notion of a fast reader may also be based on his mothers’ 

reading experience. 

Researcher: Who is a good reader you know? 
 
Oscar: It could be anyone? 

Researcher: Yes. 
 
Oscar: My mother.

Researcher: What makes your mother a good 
reader? 
 
Oscar: Because she didn’t know how to read 
that way then and now she already knows how 
to read. Because she didn’t go to school so 
she started with reading books then reading 
the bible.

In the above section of the BIMOR interview, Oscar knew 

that his mother didn’t have any formal schooling but still 

learned to read the bible anyway. Now that he’s going to 

school, he thinks that he should be able to read faster 

(“It takes me a long time to read.”) He seems to compare 

his abilities as a student with the general notion that 

people going to school have more advantage in reading than 

those who do not have any formal schooling. Since he didn’t 

see this in his mom’s experience, he therefore saw that 

it’s probably something about him. Oscar knew the status of 

formal schooling (“...[my mom] didn’t go to school”) and 

assumes that it is something about him that’s wrong because 
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he saw that his mom is a good reader (“now she already 

knows how to read”) even though she didn’t have any formal 

reading instruction. 

 Oscar’s view of reading is saying the word. He says it 

about his strategies and also about how he would help 

others read. He says: 

Researcher: What do you do when you come to 
something that gives you trouble?  
 
Oscar: I try to say it...the word I can’t say 
or pronounce...and if I can’t I just skip and 
come back to it later.

Researcher: How would you help someone having 
difficulty reading? What would a  teacher do? 
 
Oscar: If they didn’t know the word, I would 
help them pronounce it. [My teachers] would 
probably do the same thing.

Researcher: What would you like to change 
about your reading? 
 
Oscar: I’d like to read more wrestling books, 
chapter books and the bible.

Oscar’s reply about reading as “saying the word” or

“pronouncing the words” gives insight that his view about 

reading is word oriented. He knows a strategy about reading 

but is limited to “skip it and come back to it later”.  

 Oscar was seated next to Glen when I came to excuse him 

from class.  Since I’ve worked with Oscar before, I knew 

him to be soft spoken and well disciplined in class.  His 
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teachers say that he is very conscientious about his class 

work and makes sure that he turns in all his work on time. 

Like his friend Glen, he is a very good artist and loves to 

draw during his spare time.  For the second interview, I 

asked Oscar to talk about some of his reading experiences 

and he says the following: 

I don’t like reading really, really long 
books that I don’t like to read.  I don’t 
like to read textbooks and then answer the 
questions at the end because I don’t remember 
anything. So when we’re asked to do it, I 
feel like I don’t want to do it.

Again, Oscar expressed his frustration with reading tasks 

they have to do in school which they don’t find any sense 

for. Before the end of our open ended interview, Oscar said 

this about their reading activities: 

I’m actually mad about it because I wanted to 
do something else but I have to just do it 
[reading] so I can get credit.

He said that the purpose for reading in school is to get 

credit and nothing else. In analyzing Oscar’s emotional 

responses, I used appraisal and analyzed the language from 

an evaluative lens (refer to chapter 3). In the following 

section, I examined repeating emotional responses that 

reflect the 3 aspects of appraisal, namely: ATTITUDE, 

GRADUATION, and ENGAGEMENT.  
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Attitude

When a response refers to the expression of feelings, 

appraisal theorists refer to this as Affect. This is 

evident in the following phrases:  

 I don’t like reading long books

I don’t like to read

I don’t like to read textbooks

[I don’t like] to answer questions at the end

I don’t want to do it

I’m actually mad

Graduation

Oscar’s responses here are further intensified by using 

gradable terms like really, long, anything, something else, 

and actually. His emotionally charged responses persuaded 

me to sympathize with his experience.   

 Another thing that Oscar mentioned with his emotional 

responses are the cause of his feelings of hate towards 

reading. 

 I don’t remember anything (focus on text)

I have to get credit (external reward)

I assumed that from those responses above, Oscar has not 

taken any step yet to engage in the interpersonal 
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challenges of reading.  He was focused only on the textual 

and the extrinsic requirement of the reading task at hand. 

Engagement

When Oscar said I have to get credit, his statement 

represents voices where other viewpoints could be 

considered. His statement reveals that he has other 

positions he can take but for that particular instance 

chose the stance “to get credit”. 

 In the following section, I focus on Oscar’s emotional 

responses when I answer Subquestion 1: What do emotional 

responses look like in the retrospective miscue analysis 

(RMA) sessions of selected high school readers?  

Oscar’s Emotional Responses in Individual RMA Sessions 

 In RMA sessions, we talked about Oscar’s miscues and like 

I mentioned earlier, we talked about dialect as a miscue. 

His experience with a Corrective Reading program for a year 

in his high school made him very conscious when reading 

aloud. I wanted to show Oscar that his pronunciation is not 

a deterrent to his comprehension. I chose some of the 

dialect miscue in his readings as a venue to talk about 

this. 
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lăborer’s d
111 He wore a laborer’s 

112 clothing and was big, drunk and dirty. 
Figure 19 

Oscar’s Miscue 1: Dialect Lăborer’s 

străngly d
324 I remember the strangely joyous, 
 
325 lilting quality of it- as though you and  
 
326 a friend had been searching diligently for  
 
327 something, and he has suddenly stumbled upon  
 
328 it. Hey! 

Figure 20 
Oscar’s Miscue 2: Dialect Străngly 

 
Researcher: Let’s talk about dialects in 
miscues. What do you think about them? 
 
Oscar: For lăborer’s and străngly strangely.  
I know those are workers and strangely but 
when I read it and said lăborer’s and
străngly I just read it the Mexican way 
(laughed).

Research: Do these miscues make sense? 
 
Oscar: Yeah, and I still know what they mean.

Oscar said that he reads it “the Mexican way” because 

often times he’s corrected for his pronunciation and he’s 

stopped worrying because he still knows what he’s reading.  

When he says that he reads it “the Mexican way”, he means 

it part of his dialect. 
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©
8406   The\ big pig ran around and around the room. It 
 \____ 
8407   bumped into the churn, knocking it over. 

Figure 21 
Oscar’s Miscue 3: Correction of Big

Researcher: Did you notice anything in this paragraph? 
 
Oscar: I skipped big because I thought that big was
also pig so when I went back I saw big and corrected 
it. I didn’t think too that they’ll be 2 pigs there so 
I went back and corrected.

Researcher: When we read, our brain tells us that 
sometimes we don’t need to read all the details. But 
since you had a question there about grammar-that it’s 
not possible to have 2 words of pig there so you 
looked closely at what you’re reading again then 
noticed that you were right.   
 

©he
8512 Then he was afraid that\she would fall off 
 
8513 the roof and hurt herself. 

 
Figure 22 

Oscar’s Miscue 4: He for She 
 
Researcher: Does your miscue here make sense?  
 
Oscar: Yeah.

Researcher: So why did you still went back and 
corrected? 
 
Oscar: Since this is a cow so I went back and 
corrected he for she. Since there was a he right there 
before the sentence so I thought it would be another 
he. 

To help Oscar look back at the predictions he made while 

reading, I focused on the miscues above.  His responses 
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were followed by explanations of why he miscued. The 

discussions above made me realize that Oscar knows how 

language including grammar works. 

 I didn’t think they’ll be 2 pigs

I thought it would be another he

Oscar’s Emotional Responses in Group Sessions 

 Oscar always had a smile whenever he came to the room for 

our group session. He didn’t say anything unless asked but 

together with Milagros, he took it upon himself to make 

sure that the tape recorders were recording during our 

session and the microphones were turned off after our 

sessions. 

 The following group discussion sessions are focused on 

Oscars’ perspective.  In the first session, he was quiet 

but responsive when questioned. Often times, his answers 

were short but direct. When asked about what he thought of 

the wordless book Tuesday (Wiesner, 1991), he says “It’s 

not easy to understand it because there are no words. I did 

understand it though as soon as I saw the frogs were flying 

then I knew what was going on.” 

 His response to the set of books was “I like aliens a lot 

so this book will be interesting, this one looks like it’s 

going to be an adventure because of the picture and this 
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looks like a scary story.” When asked to preview the books 

for 10 minutes, he chose the book he liked and said “this 

scary story book is what I thought it would be.” 

 Students like Oscar have something to say when given the 

opportunity to explore and choose the books they want to 

read. They often know which ones are easy or difficult for 

them by reading through the book. When asked when he knew 

if a book is interesting or not, he replied “I have to read 

it first to know it.” Oscar knows that the physical 

features of the book are not enough, not even if one is 

familiar with the topic. He knows that he has to browse 

something and preview the book before he makes a judgment.  

He also says “Teachers should give us choices so we can 

choose which would interest us.”

In talking about how reading can be interesting for him, 

Oscar mentions that their history class should show more 

movies because that way they’re actually watching the 

events. He says that if he sees it visually, he comprehends 

it more. 

 During discussion of Glens’ reading of A Dolphin’s Gift,

Oscar didn’t participate as much as the others in the 

discussion. Below is how he joined the group.  
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 ©message 
1015 I tried to \massage my abdomen. I 

1016 wasn’t wearing a wet suit, but couldn’t  

1017 straighten out and couldn’t get to the 

1018 cramped muscles with my hands. 

Figure 23 
Glen’s Miscue 6: Message for Massage 

 

Oscar: I have one miscue at 1015. It says here that “I 
tried to massage my abdomen but you said message my
abdomen...”

Milagros: I got that one too. Does the miscue make 
sense? Why? 
 
Glen: Well you can’t say message when you have cramps 
so it doesn’t make sense. 
 
Oscar: Do you think it should have been corrected?

Milagros: No, it was corrected. But let’s listen to 
it. 
 
DC: Okay, it was corrected, what made you correct it? 
 
Glen: It didn’t make sense to say message with what 
she was doing [she had cramps]. 

 

Oscar joined the discussions and wanted the group to talk 

about Glen’s miscue of massage for message. So when Glen 

was able to explain himself and also corrected his miscue, 

Oscar didn’t initiate anymore questions after that. Later 

Oscar mentioned that he didn’t ask many questions because 
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he didn’t want to pressure Glen with his miscues. Here 

Oscar, like DC and Milagros, still thought that talking 

about miscues is equal to telling somebody about their 

mistakes. 

 For our last CRMA session, Oscar read Pedro and Diablo.

Although it was a humorous story, only Glen and Milagros 

seemed to be enjoying it because they were both trying to 

conceal their laughs. They said they were careful not to 

laugh out loud so as not offend Oscar since they were not 

laughing at his reading but about what they were reading. 

Oscar mentioned that he wasn’t bothered at all and he was 

too nervous about reading aloud. DC later on also mentioned 

that she was focused on making the markings. Oscar on the 

other hand also admitted that he was a “little bit nervous 

because of all the recordings.” Despite having the 

recorders present all the time for all our sessions, Oscar 

confessed that since he was doing the oral reading that 

time, he became more conscious of the recorders. He also 

said that “[As] I reflect back on my reading, I thought I 

focused more on saying the words in the story rather than 

reading for meaning.”   

 Even after Oscar knew that miscuing is part of reading, 

he still didn’t want to ignore that he was being video 
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taped and tape recorded. With the recording going on, Oscar 

saw that his reading was in a context where he should focus 

on his oral performance rather than on the meaning of the 

story. 

Summary of Findings 

Oscar’s emotional responses in the RMA sessions are 

summarized as follows: 

1. His emotional responses reflected his developing 

attitude towards a different view of reading from a 

word oriented view to a focus on meaning like the 

other readers. 

2. His emotional responses like the rest of the readers 

also signified different modes of reasoning like 

communicating feelings to evaluating strategies. 

3. Oscar also moved from stating personal reactions to 

justifying his reactions. Adding comments about his 

understanding of the reading process. 

4. At the end of the RMA sessions, Oscar also used 

evaluative language that focused on the values that 

he placed on the reading process and his shifting 

attitude towards reading. 
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Conclusion 

 Before the RMA sessions, the students definition of 

themselves as readers and their strategies reflected the 

subskills and the skills model of reading. The subskills 

model of reading is based on word recognition. The skills 

model emphasizes teaching skills in a hierarchical order 

and a holistic model of reading is focused on reading as a 

meaning making process(Yetta M.  Goodman et al., 1987; 

2005). 

 When students thought back about their emotions about 

reading and how they felt about their reading experiences, 

they gained knowledge about their own emotional responses. 

Identifying themselves as having these emotions enabled 

them to act on these experiences. When this happened, they 

responded to these emotions in a higher order manner. The 

ability to respond to one’s emotional responses and 

regulating them reveals one’s metaemotional 

knowledge(Salovey, Bedell, Detweiler, & Mayer, 2004). The 

metaemotional knowledge of students became evident in 

reading through talk about their reading experiences, 

knowledge about their reading and the reading process, and 

revaluing themselves as readers. 
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 The selected readers in this study all showed how 

evaluative their emotions were about reading. Participating 

in the RMA sessions enabled the readers to be part of a 

discourse community where they shared a common purpose. 

They reflected about the reading process as they examined 

their own process of reading. All the readers became adept 

at articulating their own strategies and what they were 

thinking of when reading.  

 They also extended their reading repertoires which 

included fine tuning their own affective stance about 

reading to meet the requirements of their curriculum. They 

recognized educational requirements and used their own new 

found knowledge about miscues and reading to better 

themselves as adolescents and as students. 
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CHAPTER 5 CHANGES AS A RESULT OF RETROSPECTIVE MISCUE 
ANALYSIS 

 
In the previous chapter, I discussed the analyses and 

findings of this study and focused on what emotional 

responses look like in the RMA sessions of four selected 

high school readers. In this chapter, I specifically 

present answers to subquestion 2: In what ways do emotional 

responses toward reading change over time? How can these 

changes be attributed to the RMA sessions? 

 Prior to discussing the data analyses for this question 

and present the changes in their emotional responses in 

RMA, I provide information first on miscue analysis to show 

how readers’ show changes in their readings as they get 

involved in RMA. After discussing the changes in their 

readings, I discuss changes in readers’ perception of 

reading and themselves as readers.  

Miscue Analysis 

 In presenting the selected high school readers’ strengths 

and weaknesses in reading, I reviewed their in depth miscue 

profile. I also noted their retellings and paid close 

attention to their use of strategies. 

 Miscue analysis is a tool developed by Ken Goodman(1965) 

to provide a window on the reading process. The work of 
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Goodman, Burke, and Watson(1987; 2005) made miscue analysis 

accessible for classroom research and teaching. They 

explained that readers use different cues, namely: 

semantics, syntax, and graphophonic cues when readers read 

for meaning.  

 Miscue analysis is both a quantitative and qualitative 

measurement of reading.  Quantitatively miscue analysis 

examines the frequency of reader’s miscues. Miscues are 

responses that differ from the expected response. Also 

given a particular reading, miscue analysis records 

percentage of miscues that influence semantics/pragmatics, 

syntax and graphophonic similarities to determine readers’ 

effective and efficient reading. To check for 

comprehension, retellings are used to validate how readers 

understood and transact with the characters, settings, 

generalizations, and interpersonal meanings of texts read. 

Qualitatively, miscue analysis examine readers use of the 

reading process and how readers’ transact with the text.  

 There are several miscue analysis procedures for 

examining reader’s reading. In this dissertation, I used 

the In Depth Procedure (Yetta M. Goodman et al., 2005) 

outlined in the Reading Miscue Inventory: From Evaluation 

to Instruction to analyze how each miscue produced by the 
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readers influenced their transaction with the text.  In 

using the In Depth procedure, I analyzed closely readers’ 

patterns of meaning construction, grammatical 

constructions, and word substitution similarities.  I 

included the statistics from the overall data to facilitate 

discussion of readers’ strengths and weaknesses and provide 

background information on the readers reading when I 

discuss their emotional responses in RMA.  

 I followed the procedures for conducting an RMI(Yetta M. 

Goodman et al., 2005) when I collected the data for this 

section.  

 Since I was interested in their emotional responses, I 

purposely did not have the students read any of the 

selected materials twice. I explained in chapter 3 that a 

lot of variables influence reading. Foremost among these 

variables are the text, the reader, and the context of the 

reading.  I focus on these aspects as I also raise issues 

about changes in their reading and strategies. 

 Another factor that influenced the results of the RMI 

analyses was time.  Although I wanted to identify changes 

brought about by time spent with RMA, I focused more on the 

beginning changes that happened in the 4 month period I 

allotted for gathering the data. The changes that began to 
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happen in the four month period facilitate the implications 

of understanding emotional responses in RMA for use in the 

classrooms. 

RMI First Reading (Man Who Kept House)

In this section, I provide an overview of the four 

readers reading patterns focusing on their meaning 

construction, grammatical relations, word substitution in 

context, and retelling scores of their reading of The Man 

Who Kept House. In anticipation of the RMA, each reader 

was asked to read while their readings were tape recorded 

and I then analyzed their retelling and miscues later on. 

All students read the same story initially and a different 

story at the end of the study. Since most of the readers in 

this research tested in reading between a Grade 2-4 level, 

I decide to use the selection The Man Who Kept House. I was 

familiar with the text and other miscue researchers have 

used this selection to provide initial information about 

readers with similar reading test scores. The students 

initial reading showed their use of various reading 

strategies and also how they read differently than their 

test scores showed.  
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TABLE 6. Readers’ RMI data for The Man Who Kept House 

In TABLE 6, the readers’ percentage scores are listed. 

Their retelling scores in Table 11 show a strong 

relationship with the readers’ percentage scores for the 

meaning construction category in Table 6. 

DC’s initial reading 
 

After the interviews, I set up another session with the 

students to conduct the first RMI session individually.  

When DC’s turn came to read “The Man Who Kept House”, she 

was quiet. I gave her a copy of the reading material and 

before giving her the instructions to read and remember for 

the retelling afterwards, I asked her to browse through the 
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material before she began her reading. After looking 

through the pages, she began to relax her shoulders and 

leaned towards the back of her seat.  Afterwards, I asked 

her about how she felt about doing the taped oral reading, 

she replied that she was uncomfortable at first but it was 

okay after she browsed through the text and found that “it 

was okay reading it.”

I chose the text “The Man Who Kept House” for the first 

reading so as not to overwhelm DC and the rest of the 

students. When DC read the story, she did not make any 

comment during the reading but it was obvious that she was 

reading very carefully. She varied her intonation according 

to the characters in the story and this showed me that she 

was making meaning of the text.  

 DC’s in depth profile of her reading for The Man Who Kept 

House shows that she focused on constructing meaning. Her 

miscues resulted in 85 percent syntactically acceptable 

sentences. As a reader, DC knows how sentences are 

constructed. As a user of language, she knows when her 

miscues do not sound right and she knows how to transform 

the text to make it syntactically acceptable in the English 

language. For this reading, DC’s graphophonic miscues also 

reflect that she was careful with her readings as she 
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focused on the graphophonic features of the text.  Her 

miscues had 92 percent graphic and sound similarities. 

Milagros’ initial reading 

 Milagros walked into the small conference room with a 

smile as we talked about her reading The Man Who Kept House 

that day. She wasn’t bothered by the tape recorder and in 

the succeeding sessions, she volunteered to operate it. She 

made sure that it was recording whenever I did the 

individual reading with her or when we had our group 

sessions. 

 When I told Milagros to read The Man who Kept House for 

meaning because I was going to ask her to retell it 

afterwards, she interrupted quickly and said “But what if I 

don’t remember anything?” I responded and said that we’ll 

work with what she can remember. This satisfied her and she 

went on to read the selection. At the beginning of her 

reading, Milagros was careful in saying each word and 

whenever she had to repeat a phrase the second time around, 

she apologized for it. 

 Milagros interjected a response (e.g. “sorry”, “I don’t 

know”, “How do you say that?”, “I’ll skip that”) not

related to the reading as she read orally. She is not alone 

in doing this. Oscar and Glen also had similar comments 
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during their oral readings.  The students were not aware 

that they were doing this. Although it appeared that I was 

more the object of their responses, they were doing the 

responses more for themselves to understand the story as 

they were reading. 

 Milagros’ pattern of constructing meaning was 97 percent. 

This means that Milagros’ had a sense of how a story is 

structured and how the meanings should be related in the 

text. However, her grammatical relations pattern was only 

68 percent. Milagros wasn’t aware that she was producing 

unacceptable sentences. As shown in her graphophonic cues, 

she was more focused on the surface features of the text 

meaning the graphic and sound similarities. As she relied 

heavily on the graphic and sound similarities of the text 

her reading cued her to produce syntactically unacceptable 

sentences. Many of these miscues made slight shifts in 

Milagros’ grammatical patterns so she was still able to 

make sense. 

Glen’s initial reading 

 Glen was always relaxed whenever he went to work with me 

for the study.  He almost seemed glad that I excused him 

from his class. When I asked if he could be caught up with 

the work that he’d miss, he would often reply “I’m not 
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missing a lot anyway” or “I’ve done most of the work 

already” and “We’re not doing anything. I’m just doing  

some drawings before the next class.” 

 Most of Glen’s emotional responses during the RMI 

sessions were evident during his oral readings or during 

the retellings.  He used different intonations while 

reading different characters in the selections I chose for 

the reading.  He would often utter a sigh of relief like 

“AHHHHH” after his long readings.   

 Glen’s profile for his reading of The Man Who Kept House 

showed that his focus was to understand what he was 

reading. Even if 42 percent of his miscues produced 

unacceptable grammatical relations, his pattern of meaning 

construction were high at 92 percent.  

 Glen believed that correcting his grammar as he read 

disrupted meaning so he focused more on making the reading 

make sense to him.  His graphophonic cues show that he was 

less reliant on the surface features than DC and Milagros. 

42 percent of his miscues have no sound similarity and 21 

percent had sound similarity. Glen’s strategies were 

similar to those of proficient readers when they rely more 

on meaning rather than the surface features of the text 

they are reading.  
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Oscar’s initial reading 

 Oscar’s miscue analysis profile show his strength and 

needs as a reader. The miscue data also help explain how 

Oscar made meaning when reading.   

 The Man Who Kept House was the first selection read by 

Oscar.  The story has a Grade 2.7 level of difficulty 

according to the Flesch Kincaid Grade Level measurement. It 

is recommended that 25-50 miscues be coded to understand 

the readers’ strategy pattern or knowledge of 

language(Yetta M. Goodman et al., 2005).  Oscar made 17 

miscues from this first reading and later confirmed that 

the selection was easy to read. 

 Analyzing his miscues showed that producing miscues did 

not hinder his understanding of the story. Forty seven 

percent  of the miscues contributed to no loss and 53% of 

the miscues were attributed to partial loss of meaning 

while 76% of his miscues showed strength of grammatical 

relations. TABLE 6 show Oscar’s strength in producing 

grammatically acceptable sentences.  

RMI Second Reading (Another Way)

I present this second reading because this particular 

selection evoked a lot of emotional responses from the 

readers. Unfortunately, data for the RMA session for this 
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particular reading for DC and Milagros became unusable. 

Tapes used to record this particular session with DC and 

Milagros became inaudible so I needed to exclude it from 

the overall RMA data. I still have the RMI data. The RMI 

data provided me with a glimpse of how the selected readers 

in this study navigated a difficult text and their 

emotional responses during the oral reading. The patterns 

from the in depth procedure show the role of text in 

reading: 

TABLE 7. Readers’ RMI data for Another Way 

To the readers, Another Way was a more difficult text 

(refer to chapter 3 for readability) than Man Who Kept 

House. Despite this, all the readers have retelling scores 
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of 81 and above on the more difficult text (see Table 11).  

Consistent with the data for The Man Who Kept House (Table 

6), their miscues for reading also show that their word 

substitutions in both readings have high graphic (DC: 

92,96; Milagros:92,94; Glen: 76.6, 92; Oscar: 78, 90) and 

sound similarities (DC: 92,96; Milagros:96,91; Glen: 57, 

92; Oscar: 89, 90) except for Glen’s scores. This shows 

that when the selected readers had difficulty reading the 

text, they focused closely on the word. It looked like the 

students focused more on the graphophonic cues when reading 

the text rather than on meaning.  

 In the reading of Another Way, Milagros had the most 

emotional responses reading the text. As Milagros read the 

selection, she expressed her frustration out loud. In the 

transcript, Milagros said “I don’t know” for every word or 

phrase she wasn’t sure of. As she encountered more 

unfamiliar words, she would say “I don’t like this one [the 

selection]”, “I don’t want to read”, “I’m getting mad 

because I can’t read it”. When I encouraged her to read 

what she could, she responded with “If I read then I get 

messed up.”

In this reading, Milagros felt that the text was too 

difficult for her and she didn’t want to be in a position 
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where she was unfamiliar with a lot of the words that she 

was supposed to read.  Knowing that she might not continue 

with the reading, I took the opportunity to engage her in 

talk about the most difficult part of a text. I mentioned 

to her that the beginning of a text is usually the most 

difficult because readers still do not have enough 

information about the story but as one reads further the 

text teaches them what they need to know (Meek, 1988).  

After this conversation, Milagros continued reading and 

substituting “I don’t know” when she came to an unfamiliar 

word.   

 In this reading event, Milagros’ assumption of who she is 

as a reader reflects her actions. As a student, she 

believes that she should know the words she is reading and 

as she encountered numerous unfamiliar words, she lost 

confidence in herself (“If I read, then I get mess up”). 

Her strategy for saying “I don’t know” initially worked for 

her as she was able to read further on the text. But as she 

continued to say “I don’t know”, the once subtle meaning of 

“I don’t know” as a place holder was transformed into a 

negative meaning of “I’m not a good reader.” To hear her 

say it to herself repeatedly became a reiteration of her 

weakness as a reader. 
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 Milagros’ considers my role as the researcher as the 

person with authority. My reaction to her situation 

emphasized her identity as a student and as she admits her 

difficulties (“I can’t read”), she is affirming her 

position as someone needing help with reading.  Conversing 

with her immediately about the complexities and 

characteristics of a text, she chose to continue with her 

reading.  The perspective that it’s not her fault that she 

doesn’t know how to pronounce unknown words became 

secondary as she continued her reading.  By then, she had 

enough context of the story to use what she knew about her 

understanding of the text and generally what she knows 

about stories of this genre.   

 In using appraisal to view Milagros’ response, I found 

that her voice reflected a feeling of inferiority (“I don’t 

know”, “I can’t read”) and insecurity (“If I read then I 

get mess up”). Her responses also reflected her low social 

esteem. 

 In the RMI sessions, Oscar’s emotional responses were 

mostly evident during his reading and afterwards.  During 

his oral readings, he was careful with reading the words at 

the beginning of the text.  When he miscued, repeated or 
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corrected his reading, he would apologize and would say 

“Oh, I’m sorry” or “I’m sorry I’m messing up Miss.” 

 Knowing that Oscar was also in a corrective reading class 

for a semester where the students were asked to read the 

words exactly as they are or incur a penalty for the class, 

it was obvious that he still was in this state of mind.  

Later during the RMA sessions individually or with the 

group, Oscar found himself explaining his mispronunciations 

most of the time and he felt frustrated about this.   

Collaborative Retrospective Miscue Analysis

To complicate identification of change in reading 

further, I also include the RMI profile of 3 of the 4 

readers in the group session (see chapter 3) to show that  

social factors (peers, teachers, friends, family) influence 

student’s emotional responses in reading. TABLE 8 is the 

RMI statistical data of the text each student read in the 

group sessions. 

 I organized the session this way because I wanted the 

sessions to be a lesson activity in a regular class period. 

Class sessions in this particular charter school went for 

45 minutes long so I wanted the students to do the RMA 

session in the class session. 
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TABLE 8. RMI Readings Done in RMA Group Sessions 

The data in Table 8 shows that the students had a high no 

loss pattern of meaning construction score except for DC. 

When I asked DC about how she felt reading afterwards, she 

mentioned that she was nervous and paid more attention to 

her oral performance.  Since DC was very familiar with the 

genre of the material she read, she was able to have a high 

comprehension score even if her miscues produced only 67% 

no loss and partial loss combined of the meaning 

construction patterns. 
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 Both Glen and Oscar produced more miscues than DC but 

they were interested in the genre of the text so they 

comprehended it very well. Their miscues turned out to have 

high semantic acceptability. I chose the materials to 

challenge them but at the same time these selections 

represented their reading interests. So even if both Glen 

and Oscar expressed anxiety for reading out loud or seeing 

the tape and video recorders around the room, these did not 

prevent them from making sense of the story.  

RMI Final Reading (Anita’s Gift)

It is interesting to note that retelling scores for all 

readers are again high at 88% and above for Anita’s Gift as 

shown in TABLE 11.   
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TABLE 9. Readers’ RMI for Anita’s Gift 

DC’s percentage for patterns of meaning construction 

section was the lowest among the four readers (72% combined 

no loss and partial loss). Although Hispanic, DC’s family 

does not use Spanish at home but she was still able to 

comprehend this story that included Spanish phrases. She 

said she did not speak Spanish but could understand some 

basic phrases like introducing herself or getting 

directions. The other three readers, use Spanish at home 

and breezed through the reading of Spanish words in the 

story easily.  
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 The readers’ score for the grammatical construction 

section show their knowledge of how language works. The 

readers were able to make sense of the story and have high 

retelling scores. The readers’ scores show that because 

they were all focused on meaning construction, even though 

they produced miscues that were not syntactically 

acceptable or only partially acceptable, this did not deter 

them from making sense of the story.  Their focus on 

meaning may be attributed to RMA sessions where the 

students have been engaged in talk reading as a meaning 

making process.  

Summary of Who the High School Students Are as Readers 

 DC’s, Milagros’, Glen’s, and Oscar’s In Depth RMI 

Profiles show that they are moderately proficient readers. 

They have high meaning and grammatical constructions 

validated by their comprehension scores in all three 

readings. These scores are on the reading of texts that 

have readability higher than their standardized test scores 

on TABE. 

 Given the limited time frame for the study, I am not able 

to say that they are becoming proficient readers. Rather, 

they are already moderately proficient readers as shown by 

their MPHW score and retellings(see Table 10 and 11)not the 
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struggling readers they are labeled as in their charter 

school. 

TABLE 10. Readers’ MPHW Scores 

Readers The Man Who 
Kept House 

Another Way Anita’s Gift 

DC 1.6 3.8 1.6 
Milagros 3.8 2.6 3.7 
Glen 3.2 2.3 2.2 
Oscar 2 1.9 2 

A strong indication of their being moderately proficient 

readers are their retelling scores. All four readers have 

consistently scored higher than 80 percentile of their 

retellings of all the text read for the RMI sessions. 

TABLE 11. Percentage Scores for Retellings  
 
Readers The Man Who 

Kept House 
Another Way Anita’s Gift 

DC 96 81 92 
Milagros 92 88 88 
Glen 88 92 88 
Oscar 92 88 90 

In contrast to how they have been labeled as readers in 

their school, miscue analysis has given me another insight 

into who the students are as readers. Discussing this with 

the readers themselves helped them become aware of this 

positive image of themselves as readers. The statistical 

scores in Tables 10 and 11 and my discussions with them 
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showed that the readers looked beyond their miscues as 

errors and gave themselves more credit as readers as they 

talked about reading and themselves as readers. 

 In the succeeding sections, I discuss the changes in how 

the students perceived reading and themselves as  readers 

from the interview data and RMA session transcripts and 

cite RMA research that confirm my findings. 

Changes in Readers’ Perception about Self and Reading 

 Research studies using RMA with students show change in 

readers’ perception of reading. The changes in their 

perception about reading includes: 

• A more realistic and positive understanding of reading 

and perception of themselves as readers(Costello, 1992; 

Marek, 1987; Oliver, 2001; Woodruff, 1999). 

• Increased self esteem and self concept about 

effectiveness as readers(Black, 1999; E. A. D. Brown, 

1996; Henrichs, 1986). 

• Shift in attitude and strategy use in reading as readers 

become active learners (Crowley, 1993; Folger, 2001; Lee, 

2000; Pahls-Weiss, 2003; Theurer, 1999) 

 In this section, I provide evidence that support RMA 

research studies (listed in parenthesis, after each 
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perception) that RMA as an instructional strategy helped 

change reading perceptions of the four selected high school 

students I worked with in this study. I also used the BIMOR 

instrument as well as the closing interview to corroborate 

the evidences.   

 I used the BIMOR as a beginning measure of emotional 

responses that helped me infer the beliefs, attitudes, and 

value systems of the selected readers regarding reading. 

These aspects are important affective content in reading 

(Athey, 1985).  

 As I mentioned in Chapter 4, the students perception of 

themselves as readers and their strategies reflected the 

subskills and the skills model of reading. The subskills 

model of reading is based on word recognition.  

 The skills model emphasizes teaching skills in a 

hierarchical order and a holistic model of reading is 

focused on reading as a meaning making process. As they 

continued to be involved in RMA during the four month 

period of the study, the four readers began to focus their 

attention away from producing words to focusing on the 

meaning of what they were reading. 

 TABLE 12 illustrates the readers perception about 

themselves as readers, what good readers do and the 
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student’s reading strategies in their BIMOR and open ended 

interviews before participating in the RMA sessions. 

 TABLE 12 shows that as the students believe that reading 

is word oriented, they were also using word reading 

strategies like sounding out when reading and when asked to 

talk about their reading during the interview (BIMOR and 

open ended) sessions. Oftentimes, when they couldn’t 

understand the text after reading their classroom 

assignments and school related work, the high school 

readers often felt frustrated and blamed their lack of 

skills for not comprehending.  This led all of them to have 

a low sense of self esteem.  

TABLE 12. Beliefs and Attitude about Reading Before
the RMA sessions 

 
DC Milagros Glen Oscar 

Perception
of Self 
as a 
reader 

• I’m an 
okay 
reader,  
not the 
greatest 
but if I’m 
into it, 
I’m okay. 

• I’m not a 
good reader 
because I 
make a lot 
of 
mistakes. 

• I’m not a 
good reader 
when I read 
complicated 
words. 

• I’m not 
a good 
reader 
because I 
make 
mistakes 
and take a 
long time 
to read. 

Strategies • Read over 
• Look up 
dictionary 
• Ask for 
help when I 
don’t know 
the word or 
don’t know 

• Read over 
• Try 
reading but 
if I don’t 
get it I 
don’t 
finish 
anymore 

• Think of 
another 
word 
• Look up 
dictionary 
• Ask others 

• Say or 
pronounce 
word 
• Skip it 
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how to 
pronounce 
it right 

• Sound out 

Who is a 
Good 
Reader 

• Reads all 
the time 
• Reads fast 
• Reads 
thick books 
 

• Makes no 
mistake 
when 
reading 
• Knows all 
answers 
• Can 
remember 
after 
reading 

• Likes 
reading  
• Writes a 
lot 

• Reads 
books 
• Reads 
fast  

Through the RMA sessions the students participated in, 

they began to have a better sense of themselves as readers. 

The opportunity for reflecting about their strategies and 

reading abilities were provided to the readers during the 

RMA sessions.  

 TABLE 13 illustrates changes in their perception of 

themselves as readers. I compared their pre and post BIMOR 

interviews to reflect the changes in their perception of 

themselves as readers and their perception of their own 

reading after they participated in the RMA sessions. 

TABLE 13. Perceptions of Self and Reading Before/After RMA 
 
Perception
of Self 
as a 
reader 

DC Milagros Glen Oscar 

Before 
RMA 

• I’m pretty 
low. I suck 
at reading. 

• I feel 
like I 
don’t know 
how to 
read. 

• I’m bad 
at reading. 
I’m a 3 or 
4 in a 
scale of 

• I was 
making a 
lot of 
mistakes, 
not that 
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10. I was a 
bad 
reader. 

After 
RMA 

• I’m a 
better read 
now. 

• I’m not 
as bad as I 
thought. 
I’ll take 
more risks 
&
participate 
more in 
class. 

• I thought 
I was bad 
at reading 
RMA helped 
me not to 
take 
miscues as 
wrong 

• Miscues 
are not 
mistakes 
so 
they’re 
good. I’m 
now a 9, 
if 10 is 
the 
highest. 

Perception
of Own  
Reading 

DC Milagros Glen Oscar 

Before 
RMA 

• I read 
because I 
have to do 
it. In class 
they’d say oh 
you’re really 
a bad reader. 

• I feel 
bad when I 
mess up on 
a word. 
It’s like I 
don’t know 
how to 
read. 

• I was bad 
at reading. 

• I don’t 
like to 
read and 
answer 
the 
questions 
like the 
textbooks 

After 
RMA 

• I
understood 
why I make 
miscues and 
know more 
about why I 
did it. It’s 
no longer 
“Oh, I made a 
mistake and 
that’s bad, 
now it’s oh, 
I understand 
that. 

• I know 
that when I 
make 
miscues, 
I’m trying 
to make 
sense of 
what I’m 
reading. I 
won’t feel 
bad about 
if I mess 
up on a 
word.  

• Miscues 
helped me 
think why I 
do what I 
do. 

• I got 
better 
already. 

Additional evidence of shifts in their attitude towards who 

they are as readers, their strategies and how they 

perceived reading is represented in TABLE 14:  
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TABLE 14. Perception and Strategies After RMA  
 

DC Milagros Glen Oscar 
Percep-
tion of 
Self as 
a
reader 

• I am a good 
reader. 

• A reader 
getting 
better. 

• I can see 
the story in 
my head and 
that’s all I 
care about. 

• I’m 
okay, not 
perfect 
but a 
good 
reader. 

Strate-
gies 

• Sound out 
• Skip and 
come back to 
it later 

• Skip it 
• Read the 
rest of the 
story. 
• Sound it 
out 
• Look up 
in 
dictionary 

• Look for 
meaning 
around the 
word 
• Don’t get 
stuck on the 
words, read 
what you can 
Read over 
• Find words 
you skipped 
and see if it 
makes a 
difference 

• Sound 
out 
• Skip it

Percep-
tion of 
a Good 
Reader 

• Reads a lot
• Knows a lot 
of big words 

• Doesn’t 
give up on 
a word 

• Put own 
words in the 
text and 
still make 
sense 

• Hardly 
makes a 
mistake 
• Reads 
fast 

Although the readers still articulated strategies that 

focused on the word, Milagros and Glen now included reading 

strategies and strategies that focus on meaning such as 

(see the story in my head, read the rest of the text). The 

readers have also begun to identify themselves as good 

readers like DC and Oscar. 

 Although a secondary source, the journal entries also 

gave me insight into the readers’ changing views of reading 
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and themselves as readers during their RMA sessions so I 

include selected entries that show how they shifted their 

views about reading and themselves as readers. 

Journal entries 

 During the RMA sessions, the students’ perception about 

reading and their awareness of their strategies also 

reflected change. I noted these change by examining their 

journal entries. I mentioned in chapter 3 how I asked the 

students to go about writing their journals. By examining 

students’ journal entries, I triangulated what I observed 

as changing emotional responses and verified the changes in 

the RMA sessions.  

 The journal responses were reiterations from what the 

talk was about during the group sessions but presenting 

them here in the written form corroborates the changes I 

presented earlier.  

DC shared her evolving concept of miscue overtime as she 

writes:  

I think my miscues show I am an OK reader 
because everyone makes miscues. You just have 
to confess to them to make you a better 
reader.

April 21, 2005 
 
Then she shared her growing anxiety: 
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I feel that I am an OK reader but I am still 
shaky with most reading. I need to work on 
reading in front of people.

May 13, 2005 
 
She tried to see that miscues are good for her but  
 
end up with a questioning feeling: 
 

I feel that miscues make you a better reader 
because you are somewhat making your reading 
your own but when you realize what miscues 
you made, it makes you feel kind of weird.

May 20, 2005 
 

Milagros’ used her journal to write about how she feels 

about reading.  

When I don’t understand something I try and 
try  and I just get frustrated with it and I 
just give up. The only thing too that I read 
is when I am told to or know that I won’t mess 
up and say another word.

April 8, 2005 
 

She also used the journal to examine her feelings and  

talk about how she felt and how she thinks others feel  

during the group sessions. 

Today when I was reading I got really 
frustrated because there were a lot of words 
that I could not read. I also felt sorry for 
Glen when he was reading because I was 
uncomfortable telling him what he messed up 
on. I could also see that he didn’t want us to 
do that anymore.  But I’m glad we got thru 
that and we all felt good. 

May 20, 2005 
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 Milagros felt that the group sessions were a fault 

finding session and an ordeal for students.  Like reading, 

Milagros isn’t aware yet that the sessions are an 

opportunity to invest themselves in and become better 

readers.   

 In the closing interview, Milagros noted that “miscues 

are not really wrong at all, I guess it’s how you look at 

[it] that matters. I think I made them because I was 

trying to understand what I was reading and I know that’s 

okay.” 

 For Glen writing in his journals helped him focus on his 

strategies: 

When you read and you kinda know the story, 
you’ll make mistakes  down the line and that 
makes it challenging.

April 15, 2005 
 
Talking about miscues will help me expand my 
vocabulary in a way.

April 21, 2005 
 

His journal entries represented how he examined how he 

felt about his reading and connected that with what he 

thought is the role miscues played in his readings. He 

said: 

I think of miscues as fun. It’s challenging 
and... a lot of thinking [is] involved. 
[M]ost of the time [it] is just what you feel 
is good while you read and make it your own 
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story. It’s also about communication. I’m  
not good at that but [I’m]okay. I try as much 
as I can.

May 20, 2005  
 

As Glen projected an image of a tough student who 

struggles with his studies, it seemed to me that he is the 

opposite of this image. He is expressive about his feelings 

and actions about his reading as seen in his journal 

entries. His teachers see that as a sign of rebellion.  I 

argue that it’s not rebelling for Glen but it’s a non-

compliance for mediocre activities.  He has a lot to say 

and speaks his mind out when given the chance. He likes a 

challenge especially when it involves thinking. 

 On the other hand, Oscar used the journal to talk about 

his concerns with reading like encountering new vocabulary 

words and why he was bothered with his pronunciation.   

As I keep going higher to different grades, 
reading keeps getting harder. The reason is 
because I keep seeing words I cannot 
pronounce or words I don’t know. When I was 
in elementary I was expected to read picture 
books now I’m expected to read chapter books.

April 15, 2005 

 After talking further to Oscar about this, he mentioned 

that in his Corrective Reading Class where he was for a 

year, he had to say the words as his teacher said them or 

he would be penalized or the class would receive 
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deductions. Although born in the United States, he speaks 

Spanish at home to his parents and friends.  He studied for 

a year in Mexico but most of his school life was spent in 

the United States. He felt at first that his dialect was 

keeping him from becoming a better reader.   

 Through the RMA sessions, he began to talk about his 

miscues to his advantage. Oscar took control of his own 

learning.  

I think that talking about our miscues helps 
us in a way that I read because this shows me 
that sometimes I do not have to read back and 
correct myself because miscues is like making 
an excellent error.

April 21, 2005 

Well even way before I knew about miscues, I 
used to think I was a bad reader. The 
the reason is because I repeated and you know 
stuff like that. Then knowing about miscues 
made me realize that I’m not really a bad 
reader. it’s just that everyone makes mistakes 
when reading.

May 20, 2005   

Critique of RMA 

 One issue I raised in my field notes was the questions 

asked in RMA. Although, the RMA questions lead readers to 

examine their miscues from the context of the story as a 

whole, the questions reinforced the readers’ already 

developed belief about reading that it is saying the words. 
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In RMA, teacher/researchers or students ask the following 

questions: 

1. Does the miscue make sense? 

2. a. Was the miscue corrected? b. Should it have 

been corrected? 

If the answer to Question 1 and 2a was a “No,” then 

ask: 

3. Does the miscue look like what was on the page? 

4. Does the miscue sound like what was on the page? 

For all miscues: 

5. Why do you think you made this miscue? 

6. Did that miscue affect your understanding of the 

text?  

Each question  is expanded into a discussion by 

asking: “Why do you think so?”, “How do you know?” 

 Marek’s (1987)dissertation raised the issue of : what 

making sense is to the reader and the teacher.  A miscue 

may make sense to the reader and not the teacher.  The 

remaining questions asked in RMA also bring the reader to 

look more closely at the unexpected responses. Although, 

the questions direct the students to the overall meaning of 

the story, it appeared to me that the questions kept  
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focusing the readers initially on the miscue at a word 

level.  

 Another thing I observed was that I never got to talk 

more about the story with the reader except after they read 

the text orally. The RMA questions do not provide the 

reader and the researcher to put the conversation back to 

the material read and adopt an aesthetic stance instead of 

an efferent stance when talking about the material read. 

 I recommend that follow up questions of the following 

nature be added to the RMA questions so that readers are 

directed to what Rosenblatt(1994) called as the aesthetic 

stance where the reader “pays attention to, savors, the 

qualities of the feelings, ideas, situations, scenes, 

personalities, and emotions that are called forth and 

participate in the tensions, conflicts, and resolutions of 

the images”(p.1067). These questions (Appendix D) encourage 

the readers to talk about how they “lived through” the 

meaning of the text. 

 1. What were you thinking of when you were reading the 

story? 

 2. How did you feel about the story?  

 3. Are there particular scenes, characters, situations in 

the story that grabbed your attention? 
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 4. What ideas did you get from reading the story?  

 5. What images have remained in your mind at this moment? 

 The focus in the questions above is to help the reader 

examine their interpersonal meanings of the text. 

Summary of Changing Perceptions about Students Reading and 

Selves as Readers 

 As I discussed earlier, the interviews and journal 

entries showed how RMA provided the students the 

opportunity to talk about reading and themselves as 

readers. Focusing on their strengths instead of their 

weaknesses helped them move beyond blaming their lack of 

skills. Instead, a positive feeling about themselves 

enabled them to take risks and focus more at the meanings 

of the texts rather than knowing and articulating new words 

or even familiar ones.  

 Directing the students to questions that focus on their 

feelings or emotions about the text read also adds another 

dimension to meaning making. Readers may come to view 

reading not only for gathering information but also to 

experience or “live through” the events of the selections 

they make. Perhaps this will help curb the rising 

percentage of readers choosing not to read.  
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 In the next section, I discuss the emotional responses of 

the readers as they engaged in RMA. I also discuss the 

findings for subquestion 2 of this research: In what ways 

do emotional responses toward reading change over time? How 

can these changes be attributed to the RMA sessions? 

Changes in Emotional Responses 

 In the previous sections, I discussed the changes in 

students’ reading proficiency and shifting attitude towards 

reading and themselves as readers. Here, I examine readers’ 

emotional responses closely and identify changes in their 

use of evaluative language.  

 Martin and Rose’s (2003)concept of prosody helped me 

understand how the patterns of emotional responses in RMA 

reflect student’s changing voice in their perception of 

reading and themselves as readers.  

 I viewed students’ emotional responses as reflecting the 

interpersonal goal of RMA. That goal is to encourage 

students to go beyond the surface features of the text and 

go beyond their perceptions of themselves as readers in 

trouble.  

 The development of students emotion language as seen in 

their attempts to focus on the interpersonal meanings more 
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than that of the experiential and the textual meanings of 

the text in RMA is a sign of change.  

 Their use of emotional language towards reading are not 

“events of the moment” as Averill(1994) contends but are 

part of a bigger picture. The students communicate these 

emotional responses as stories that guide and account for 

their behavior.   

DC’s revalued voice

At the beginning of the study, DC’s voice was that of a 

reader who wanted to create a harmonious relationship with 

me as the researcher. She had emotional responses that 

sought to gain my sympathy rather than recognize her 

competencies.  She did this by evoking responses that she 

thought I would also agree with. Whenever I asked the 

question “Does that miscue make sense?”, DC would construe 

it as something that I needed her to change.  Marek’s 

(1987)findings confirms this too. I wondered then if I was 

also imposing my own notion of “what makes sense” in 

reading to her.  Appraisal gave me a lens to look at this 

situation from another perspective.   
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 even 
8614 It was not very long before the woodman’s 
 
8615 wife came home. 

 
Figure 24 

DC’s Miscue 8: Even for Very 
 
Researcher: Does your miscue make sense? 
 
DC: Putting even for very makes sense. I’m not 
sure. Maybe I was just thinking that this was 
happening then the wife would show up.

I interpret this early response of  DC as her way of 

communicating her meaning.  Her statement “I’m not sure”

may be understood as evoking feelings of confidence. To  

move towards a positive feeling of security, her tendency 

is to say an assertion “I was just thinking that this was 

happening”. DC follows her response by explaining her own 

actions. She knows that if she agrees with me, she also has 

to make her reason something that she can defend. 

In another instance, DC presents her own justifications 

about miscues and sense making. 

 
4727 “Si senor,” Pablo answered, not realizing 
 he’s spoken 
4728 he spoke in Spanish. 

 
Figure 25 

DC’s Miscue 9: He’s spoken for He spoke in 
 

Researcher: Does your miscue make sense? 
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DC: Now since you’ve mentioned it, I would 
never realize that I do that. In a way, yeah 
it makes sense because if I were to just read 
it and not realize what I’m doing I think 
that’s okay too because it still is making 
sense to me.

The statement above was when I saw that DC confirmed what 

we know about efficient reading. Her statement “I think 

that’s okay too because it still is making sense to me” is 

her own proclamation of what reading should be. In this 

response, DC has moved from talking about her own reading 

strategies to evaluating the reading process. 

 The change in her response may be attributed to RMA as 

she knows that RMA is where she can continue to question, 

resist, or reflect on her own reading. 

Milagros’ revalued voice

Initially, Milagros believed that miscues are mistakes 

but she also began to be more aware of the reading process 

when she said “I think it’s also weird when you try to 

listen to your miscues and then still not get it [the 

miscues] because it made sense until somebody points it 

out to you.” This comment of hers led to our discussion of 

semantically acceptable sentences and why often times 

readers do not self correct or even notice miscues that 

are semantically acceptable because like Milagros said 
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“they are already making sense”. Like DC, Milagros 

confirmed that efficient reading is making sense. 

 Change in Milagros’ emotional response is evident in the 

following RMA excerpts: 

 Quietly 
8311 She was not in the house. Quickly,

8312 he ran outside to look for her. 
 

Figure 26 
Milagros’ Miscue 3: Quietly for Quickly 

 
Researcher: Does your miscue make sense? 
 
Milagros: I don’t know because I think I said 
quietly aloud but I was saying quietly to 
myself, I was reading the sentence.

Examining her response for Figure 26 made me realize that 

Milagros invoked her own feelings (“I don’t know”) about 

her reading strategy. The phrase “I don’t know” is language 

directed to her own abilities as a reader. 

 I compared this early response to a later response in the 

group RMA, I also noticed that Milagros like DC began to 

shift her emotional responses from her reading strategies 

to her emotions and understanding of the reading process 

itself. 

At first, I didn’t think that I would talk to 
anyone about my miscues with anybody. I don’t 
think I would be comfortable about that but I 
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don’t know. It’s not really bad, you know what 
I mean...

I thought that miscues were just something 
people did when they didn’t know anything or 
didn’t know how to read and now I know that we 
all do it, everybody does it.

The goal of RMA is to have readers begin to focus on what 

they know about reading and reflect on their views about 

reading. In the response above, Milagros referred to one of 

the challenges of espousing a different perspective (I 

didn’t think that I would talk to anyone about my miscues 

with anybody. I don’t think I would be comfortable about 

that but I don’t know). Continued conversations about 

miscues and the reading process in RMA enabled Milagros, 

and the other readers to also begin to see beyond 

themselves (now I know that we all do it, everybody does 

it).

Glen’s revalued voice

Another example showed me how Glen knows about his 

reading strategies. Glen had an air of confidence in him as 

he was explaining his strategies and his miscues.  He 

didn’t falter or have long pauses. Instead he was direct 

and knew exactly what to say about his own reading.   

Researcher: What was happening in this part 
of the story? 
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Glen:  He was trying to get the man come over 
and I think I got it now. He’s not saying the 
full word of that and said c’mere[like
simery]. I think I was focused on the 
sentence and on sounding out but now that I 
read it the second time I know what it is and 
that I’m making sense of it now. I know I 
thought about it when I said $simere for 
c’mere and knew that it was something else 
but I did not go back and correct myself 
because I knew what was going on already. I 
actually remember saying $simere.

Again Glen’s response helped me understand that he knew 

that when he focused on the textual features of the story, 

he would be distracted from his reading. I did not need to 

direct Glen to focus on the meaning because he was already 

aware of it himself (I did not go back and correct myself 

because I knew what was going on already. I actually 

remember saying $simere).

Oscar’s revalued voice

Through the RMA sessions, Oscar talks about himself as a 

reader and when we come to a miscue that was semantically 

acceptable, he always says “I’m not a bad reader after 

all.”

Researcher: When did you begin to see 
yourself as a bad reader? 
 
Oscar: Before I knew anything about miscues.

Researcher: How has knowing about miscues 
helped you know yourself more as a reader? 
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Oscar: It shows that with what I’m doing, I’m 
making sense and people who think they are 
bad readers because of all their mistakes 
don’t know that they are just making miscues, 
which you do when you’re trying to make sense 
[of what you’re reading]...So with others, 
you can just say “so you think you’re a bad 
reader?, Wait till you get to know about 
miscues.”

Oscar felt a relief when he realized that knowing miscues 

helped him know that he’s not a bad reader. He also said 

that now he’s more open to reading because his goal is to 

understand what he’s reading and not worry about his 

miscues.  

 Through RMA, Oscar began to articulate his position about 

reading. By using interpersonal linguistic resources like: 

people who think they are bad readers because of all their 

mistakes don’t know that they are just making miscues, 

which you do when you’re trying to make sense.

Discussion of Revalued Voices 

 The school’s literacy practice of reading aloud maintains 

the social control of power. Street (1986) (citing Graff, 

1979, 1982) reminds us of this hegemonic control 

internalized by students, especially “when majority of the 

students who belong to the ethnic minority read aloud, they 

are ‘corrected’ for their pronunciation, stress, and 

fluency” (p. 108). Thus, they internalize the concept that 
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they are not equal [not good readers in this case], unless 

they assimilate the dominant language.  I saw this in the 

RMA interaction first with Oscar as he explained himself 

saying he knew what it was but wasn’t conscious of how to 

say it and as we talked about dialect miscues as part of 

the meaning process, he says he just “reads it the Mexican 

way”. He invoked his identity and as a way of making 

meaning when reading. 

 As for DC, she believed that her ‘failure’ to be 

comfortable with reading aloud or giving a satisfying 

rendition of reading a text out loud is part of her 

struggles with reading.  But DC is not a ‘failure’, it is 

the practice imposed upon her as a student that prevents 

her from fulfilling her potentials.  Glen clarified this 

when he said, “ Yes, I’m a good reader when I do it by 

myself [read silently] but when I try to say it to somebody 

else [read aloud], it’s a little bit hard”. Even Milagros 

reiterated this when she said “if I knew how to read better 

then I wouldn’t care if I would read out in class.” 

By believing that these are skills they still need to learn 

they fail to see their own strategies as readers. Students 

who have this attitude are not consciously aware that they 

are themselves “their own worst enemy” (K. Goodman, 1996b). 
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 Another way to talk abut the changes in students’ 

emotional responses is to look at their act of resistance. 

Emotion displays (Hess and Kirouac, 2000) help solicit 

reaction so it “serves as signals to inform us of the 

behavior of others”(p.369). 

 Through RMA, students emotional responses to reading 

reveal that their reading experiences are a big part of 

their “growing up” process (Mead,1958 ; Athey,1985). They 

are socialized into their beliefs and attitudes about 

reading and themselves as readers.  When they experience 

new knowledge, they either accept and accommodate or reject 

it.  Their rejection is a form of resistance. 

 Evidences of resistance are in their emotional response 

when they say “I don’t know. It’s hard to explain (Glen); 

“I don’t know how to explain” (DC); “I don’t know. I’m just 

not a good reader” (Milagros); and “I don’t really know 

why” (Oscar). In appraisal, we call these stances as part 

of ENGAGEMENT where I recognize that these are the reader’s 

voices about reading and themselves as readers. As they 

participate in RMA, they begin to acknowledge other 

perspectives and open their discourse, their language for 

dialogue as they begin to recognize other views. 
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 Another dominant aspect of change I observed from the 

students is how they became aware of their own emotions  

and gained information about the causes of their emotions. 

To face these emotional experiences head on helped them 

understand themselves better as readers and relate to 

other’s and their environment. Regulating their emotional 

responses of frustration, inferiority, and shame lead them 

to revalue themselves as readers and revalue reading as a 

meaning making process. 

 As students treat their emotions as observable events 

then they respond better and direct their behavior. 

Students who are able to do these are exercising 

metaemotions (Gottman, 1997).  In this study, evidence of 

the students’ self-reflective behavior are visible through 

the RMA sessions.  

 Milagros initiates discussion about her miscues in 

general and says, “I don’t feel comfortable with my miscues 

because they’re not that bad at all, now I know that I’m 

not stupid at all.”  

 As students become self-reflective of their reading 

through analysis of their miscues, they evaluate their own 

action. Glenn offers this comment while the group talks 

about their miscues in general, “I don’t know for sure but 
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[my miscues] tell me things that I’ve done while reading to 

help me be better at reading.”  

 Becoming aware of the reading process and his reading 

strategies led Glen to this statement. He felt competent 

about his reading.   

 DC claims, “When you miscue, it tells others that you’re 

trying to understand it and you’re making the reading your 

own.” This statement is a clear departure from seeing 

reading as a perfect rendition of the text and from 

‘taking’ meaning from the text.   

 Oscar’s self-reflections of his reading through RMA is 

also evident in his declaration, “I thought I was making

those miscues because I’m not a good reader, now I know 

that everybody does it and readers’ do make mistakes. I’m 

not a bad reader anymore.” 

Conclusion 

 DC, Milagros, Glen and Oscar’s emotional responses toward 

reading changed over time. RMA provided a context to 

examine the complexities of the reading process with the 

readers. RMA was also a good venue to explore the four 

students’ interpersonal stances: how they used language to 

adopt their own stances about reading and themselves as 

readers; how they began to use linguistic resources to 
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agree, disagree, critique, and position their listeners to 

their own assessments; and finally, how they began to adopt 

their own authorial identity, their revalued voices about 

who they are as readers. 
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CHAPTER 6 EMOTIONS IN READING: CONCLUSIONS AND  
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

This research focused on how the emotional responses of 

selected high school readers are reflected in retrospective 

miscue analysis (RMA). Data was collected through audiotape 

and video recording of readers’ interviews, oral readings, 

and responses in individual and group RMA sessions. 

Analysis of the data was done in three levels:  miscue and 

retrospective miscue analysis of the readings; applying 

analytic strategies (descriptions, categories, patterns, 

generalizations) as used in a case study design; and 

language analysis of emotional responses in the interviews, 

RMA and RMI using appraisal system.  

 In this chapter, I review the purpose and procedures of 

this study. I present the findings according to the 

research questions posed in this study. I critique the 

procedures I used in this research. I provide a discussion 

of what I’ve learned about research and writing in this 

field as I also note the findings of this research in 

relation to other RMA research. Finally, I discuss 

implications for further research using RMA involving high 

school readers.  
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Overview of the Study 

 The purpose of this study was to explore and understand 

the emotional responses of high school readers when they 

engage in miscue analysis and retrospective miscue 

analysis. The research question that guided this study is: 

“How are selected high school students’ emotional responses 

reflected in RMA?”. Two subquestions helped me explore this 

question in depth: 

1. What do emotional responses look like in the 

Retrospective Miscue Analysis (RMA) sessions of 

selected high school readers? 

2. In what ways do emotional responses toward reading 

change over time? How can these changes be attributed 

to the RMA sessions? 

Procedures 

 I collected several data sets for this study to answer my 

research question. The data was collected through audio and 

video taping of interviews, readings, and individual and 

group RMA sessions.  A total of 134 transcript sets with 

each transcript set having from one to twenty two pages 

gave me a total of 1,017 pages of transcribed data. 

 The In depth procedure of miscue analysis (Yetta M. 

Goodman et al., 2005) was used to examine readers’ meaning 
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construction, grammatical patterns, and word substitution 

similarities. Reader’s retellings were used to confirm 

readers’ comprehension of the selection readings during the 

RMI sessions. Grounded on a belief that reading is a 

process of meaning construction (K. Goodman, 1994, 2004; 

Rosenblatt, 1994), I used the results from this session to 

engage the students in retrospective miscue analysis.  

 Retrospective miscue analysis(K. Goodman, 1996b; Y. 

Goodman & Marek, 1996) consisted of engaging readers to 

reflect and evaluate the reading process and strategies by 

analyzing their miscues. Their emotional responses during 

these sessions were examined and analyzed to describe 

patterns in their voices. 

 A case study design and analysis (Creswell, 1998; 

Merriam, 2001; Stake, 2003)involved giving detailed 

description of the readers and context of the study and 

examining emotional responses that helped me identify 

categories, note patterns, and make generalizations that 

stood out in relation to my research question. 

 Appraisal theory (Martin & White, 2005) based on Systemic 

Functional Linguistic paradigm of Halliday and colleagues 

consisted of analyzing students’ use of linguistic 

resources to focus on interpersonal meanings when revaluing 
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reading and themselves as readers. I used this as one lens 

to examine and understand students’ emotional responses 

from their interviews, RMI and RMA sessions. 

Summary of Findings 

The major findings of this research study are: 
 
Emotional responses in reading reflect students 

transactions with themselves and their environment.

Feelings of inadequacies in reading are socially 

constructed and the readers’ in this study learned that 

they are struggling readers.  Through RMA, the students 

were given an opportunity to view other positions of 

themselves. As they became aware of their own strengths as 

readers and the goal of reading to get to the interpersonal 

meanings of the text they read, their transactions began to 

be transformed in the text, their peers and with me, the 

researcher. They began to add their own interpersonal 

meanings of what they were reading by attaching 

justifications for their actions or their reading 

strategies.  

Emotional responses in RMA reflect a readers’ changing 

perception of self and reading.

When the readers’ negative appraisal dominated their 

discourse, they could not see beyond the text. Researches 
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in emotion also concur that “people can’t think straight” 

when they are emotionally unstable. When they moved outside 

of themselves and focused on the reading and the meaning of 

the text, they were able to provide positive appraisal of 

themselves as  readers and also began to focus more on the 

interpersonal meanings of the text. 

Emotional responses reflect readers’ identity, self 

concept, and attempts to meet increasing interpersonal 

challenges in high school.

When readers take time to examine their own experiences 

in reading and talk about their reading strategies in RMA 

with their peers, they learn more about their own reading 

process. Engaging in talk about their own reading also 

offer opportunities to express their emotional preferences, 

styles, and strategies as they meet the challenges of 

understanding and interpreting materials required by the 

high school curriculum. Constructive feedback from peers 

help boost self confidence and build a positive concept of 

the self as a reader or change a negative concept of self 

as a reader to a positive one. 

Emotion and cognition are part of the reading process. Both 

are integral to the reading process.
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 Through RMA, readers are given the opportunity to 

articulate their values, beliefs and knowledge about 

reading and themselves as readers. One cannot transact with 

a text meaningfully without involving one’s thoughts and 

feelings about themselves and the materials they are 

reading. Initiating a reading involves realization of one’s 

interest and motivation reflected in the choice of material 

and stance adopted when reading.   

RMA provides the context where students revalue themselves

and reading.

Research has shown that teachers’ who build personal 

relationships with their students are successful in their 

instruction. When the students know that they will not be 

reprimanded for their answers by their teachers, they speak 

out their minds. This was the case with the selected 

students in this study. I was able to build a personal 

relationship with them so they were able to participate in 

the discourse about themselves as readers with growing 

confidence.  

Critique 

 Time was a critical factor in the study. I spent four 

months gathering data for this research study. I did not 
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anticipate the adjustments I had to make in the last 

quarter of the academic year in the school.  

 Student availability and research site affected data 

gathering and results. In the open ended instrument I used, 

I was too focused on getting information about emotions 

that I did not allow the students to tell their personal 

stories. This led me to design the closing interview in a 

way where the readers’ had more opportunity to reflect on 

their experiences and make sense of their experiences on 

their own.  

 I discussed earlier(see chapter 5) suggestions about 

reframing the questions asked in the RMA procedures. I 

suggested that questions that direct students to focus back 

on their interpersonal meanings of the story became part of 

the questions. Conversations about the story should not end 

at the retelling portion of the miscue analysis procedure. 

RMA must include discussions about the meaning of the story 

as the miscues are examined.  Reader’s comprehension of the 

material read should be further explored in the RMA 

procedure. 

Significance of What I’ve Learned 

 In this dissertation I gained a better understanding of 

the interaction and the integration of emotion and 
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cognition in the reading process. One cannot fully 

understand the complexity of the reading process when 

emotions are set aside. When I mentioned that I wanted to 

find out what students emotional responses towards reading 

reveal about their readings, I found out that the students’ 

responses are part of a bigger socio-cultural process.  The 

students attitudes and beliefs about reading are part of 

their socialization process.  The readers I worked with in 

this study were socialized as readers in trouble, not by 

choice but by the school institutions and practices that 

purport to help them in the first place. Through RMA, they 

had an opportunity to look at their views about reading and 

themselves as readers and become aware of their emotional 

responses. Through RMA, they found their voice in 

expressing their struggles, recollecting their past 

experiences, and using these opportunities as propellers 

for them to look forward to their future as literate 

members of society.   

 When I began analyzing my data, I started exploring the 

field of psychology to help me understand students’ 

emotional responses. In my readings, I found that 

discussions of emotions in psychology involved explorations 

about emotions in cognition (Lazarus, Kanner, & Folkman, 
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1980)and appraisal(Lazarus, 1994). Lazarus(1994)also 

identified appraisal components in emotions which includes 

motivational and coping factors. This research by Lazarus 

led me to ask more questions about emotions and then to the 

works of systemic functional linguists like Martin and 

White(2005) and Halliday(2004). Through my readings, I also 

learned that talk about emotions meant emotional meanings 

and not simply emotions(G. White, 2004). I came to 

understand the emotional networks and functioning of 

emotions in the brain (Le Doux, 1996)and Strauss’ (2005) 

and Coles (1998b)work brought me back to emotions in 

reading.  

 Another area that helped me in this research were the 

foundations of research regarding the measurement of 

emotions (Averill, 1980; Izard et al., 1984; Plutchik & 

Kellerman, 1989) and I’m constantly reminded not to 

dichotomize emotion and cognition by Averill(1980), 

Harre’(1986) and Salovey, et al.(2004). Reading the works 

of these authors made me structure my analysis of emotions 

in the light of a social constructivist view. Social 

constructivists view emotions as socially constructed among 

the relationships we have. Viewing thoughts and feeling 

from this lens enabled me to understand that students 
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interactions in the RMA sessions influenced their emotional 

responses.  

 When the readers had the opportunity to talk about their 

miscues and what the miscues showed them about their own 

reading, they began to acknowledge that their fear of 

reading and their focus on making those mistakes hindered 

them from the purpose of reading and that is – to make 

meaning. They were able to rise above their fears and  

began to view themselves in a much positive light. Thus, 

their perception of themselves as readers became more 

positive and socially constructed within the context of 

RMA. 

 Despite all these readings and my many new learnings 

(insights), my analysis was not complete. I wondered if 

engaging in discourse analysis would provide me with a 

structure to frame my interpretations and discussions. When 

I was introduced to appraisal theory I discovered a 

structure to view the emotional responses and a lens to 

examine the reading process. Appraisal was an appropriate 

evaluative tool to unpack emotional responses and 

understand the interplay of meanings in reading represented 

in the ideational, textual, and interpersonal levels of 

meaning making in reading. 
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Implications 
 

The findings of this dissertation indicat implications 

that have influence on teacher education and classroom 

teaching. 

Teacher education

For teacher education, the subtleties of one’s belief 

about reading influence their teaching so I recommend that 

when teaching miscue analysis to pre-service teachers, 

discussion of the reading process and reflection on the 

beliefs about reading be included so that reading 

perspective can be more deeply explored.  

 Inviting pre-service teachers to share their 

perspectives, questions, and experiences in RMA is one 

venue to meet the interpersonal challenges readers face  

when reading.  We need to help pre-service teachers be 

passionate about the process of reading while extending 

their discourse repertoires so they can in turn help their 

future secondary students develop their own identities and 

their own voices as they take control of their own 

learning.  

Classroom teaching

It is important that secondary students are given 

opportunities to talk and reflect about their reading 
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processes. One way to involve students is the use of RMA as 

a classroom tool and strategy.  Having the students 

participate in this three month period showed changes in 

their attitude and reading skills so the possibilities of 

seeing the power of RMA when used throughout the year may 

be even more powerful. 

It is important that students come together to learn 

strategies and showcase what they know about reading and 

learn from each others’ strategies.    

 Through RMA conversations, students get the opportunity 

to be equals with their peers and gain self worth and 

confidence about themselves as readers. As Milagros said “I 

feel more comfortable about myself now as a reader. Now 

that I know that I’m a better reader than what I thought I 

was. So in class, if I’m asked to read then I know about 

reading, I’ll take more risks and not worry about my 

miscues. Like you said when I read and know that I’ve 

miscued, I know that if it makes sense then I did not do 

anything wrong or something like that. I just know now that 

I don’t feel bad anymore if I mess up on a word. I don’t 

feel that I’m not a good reader and don’t get frustrated 

anymore when I read.” 
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Recommendations for Further Research 
 

While this study has provided information on high school 

readers’ emotional responses, a lot of work remains to be 

done in understanding the complexities of affect and 

cognition in the reading process. I list below questions 

that I believe will help continue the conversation about 

emotions in reading. I plan to do further research in the 

following areas in retrospective miscue analysis, role of 

emotions in literacy, theories on language evaluation, and 

high school students reading: 

• How can RMA questions be framed to reexamine questions 

and focus on interpersonal meanings? 

• How can emotions be construed as positive influences in 

helping students become life long readers 

• How can Bakhtin’s dialogic view be used to examine 

readers’ use of linguistic resources to develop their own 

reading identities? 

• How can appraisal theory be used to understand 

adolescent’s writing? 

• How can the understanding of student’s emotions about 

reading continue the conversation that reading is both 

cognitive and affective? 
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• How can Krashen’s concept of the affective filter 

contribute to an in depth analysis and understanding of 

the role of emotions in reading?  

 I have learned much from my students and I have also 

learned much from thinking and writing about this research. 

I have new appreciation about the high school student’s 

plight about who they are as readers and the role they play 

in the larger context of the society.  I believe that 

studying about revaluing helped me revalue myself too by 

reclaiming my own voice as a learner and a researcher. I 

now have a new understanding of literacy as articulated by 

Freire and Macedo(1987) that “to be literate is not to be 

free but to be present and active in the struggle for 

reclaiming one’s voice, history, and future” (p.11). 
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APPENDIX A 
 

BURKE INTERVIEW MODIFIED FOR OLDER READERS (BIMOR) 
 
Name ________________________________________ 
 

1. When you are reading and you come to something that 
gives you trouble, what do you do?  Do you ever do 
anything else? 

 

2. Who is a good reader you know? 
 

3. What makes ______  a good reader? 
 

4. Do you think ______ ever comes to something that gives 
him/her trouble when he/she is reading? 

 

5. When _____ comes to something that gives him/her 
trouble, what do you think he/she does about it? 

 

6. How would you help someone who was having difficulty 
reading? 

 

7. What would a teacher do to help that person? 
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8. How did you learn to read? 
 

9. Is there anything you would like to change about your 
reading? 

 

10. Describe yourself as a reader. What kind of reader 
are you? 

 

11. What do you read routinely, like everyday or every 
week? 

 

12. What do you like most of all to read? 
 

13. Can you remember any special book or the most 
memorable thing you have ever read? 

 

14. What is the most difficult thing you have to read? 
 
________________________ 
Original by Caroline Burke, adaptations by Watson, Dorothy 
and Chippendale, Ena-Keja. 1979.  Describing and improving 
the reading strategies of elderly readers.  Monograph, 
Joint Center for Aging Studies, University of Missouri, 
Columbia, Columbia, MO. 
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APPENDIX B 
 

OPEN ENDED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 

1. What comes to your mind when I say reading? 

2. How do you feel about yourself as a reader? 

3. How do you feel about reading? 

4. Tell me about a memorable reading experience. 

5. Walk me through an ordinary day for you and tell  

 me all the reading that you do in school, at home, 

 work? 

6. Do you talk about reading with your friends? 

7. Do members of your family read at home? at work? What  

 kind of reading do they do? 

8. What goes through your mind when you get a reading  

 assignment? 

9.  Have your ideas and feelings about reading changed? 
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APPENDIX D 

RMA QUESTIONS TO FOCUS ON STORY CONTENT 
(BY MARIA PERPETUA U. LIWANAG) 

 

1. What were you thinking of when you were reading the  

 story? 

 2. How did you feel about the story?  

 3. Are there particular scenes, characters, situations in  

 the story that grabbed your attention? 

 4. What ideas did you get from reading the story? 

 5. What images have remained in your mind at this moment? 
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